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Abstract
In order for all of a cell’s genetic information to fit inside its nucleus, the chromosomes must undergo
extensive folding and organization. Just like in origami where the same piece of paper folded in different
ways allows the paper to take on different forms and potential functions, it is possible that different genomic
organizations (or architectures) are related to various nuclear functions. Until recently, it has been impossi-
ble to comprehensively investigate this relationship due to the lack of high-resolution and high-throughput
techniques for identifying genomic architectures. The recent development of a technique called Hi-C, which
is a derivation of chromosome conformation capture, has made it possible to detect the complete set of in-
teractions occurring within (intra-interactions) and between (inter-interactions) chromosomes in the nucleus.
Many computational methods have been proposed that use these analytical results to infer the rough three-
dimensional (3D) architecture of the genome. However, the genomic architecture also impacts additional
types of nuclear interactions and techniques exist that are able to capture and measure these interactions.
Unfortunately, it is difficult to incorporate these additional datasets into the existing tools. To overcome
this, a novel application of constraint logic programming (CLP) was used to develop a new program for the
prediction of the 3D genomic architecture. The unique representation used in this program lends itself well
to the future incorporation of additional genomic datasets. This thesis investigates the most efficient way to
date to represent and optimally solve the constraint satisfaction problem of the 3D genome. The developed
program was used to predict a 3D logical model of the fission yeast genome and the results were visualized
using Cytoscape. This model was then biologically validated through literature search which verified that the
prediction was able to recapitulate key documented features of the yeast genome. Future work will utilize this
tool as a computational framework and extend it to incorporate additional genomic datasets and information
into the prediction and visualization of the 3D genomic architecture. The development of the CLP program
described here is a step towards a better understanding of the elusive relationship between the 3D structure
of the genome and various nuclear functions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A prominent unanswered question in biology is how the three-dimensional (3D) structure of a cell’s genetic
information affects various nuclear functions. A variety of microscopy techniques have been used to infer the
architectural organization of the genome within the nucleus [63]. Unfortunately, these techniques have not
been able to capture the complete genomic structure since they are low-resolution and low-throughput.
Despite this, microscopy has provided interesting and invaluable insights into genome organization. For
instance, it has established that chromosomes preferentially compartmentalize into distinct territories within
the nucleus (known as chromosome territories), demonstrating a non-random spatial organization of the
genome [6].
It is currently unknown whether the 3D genomic organization drives various nuclear functions or vice
versa. Alterations in the 3D organization of chromosome territories have been demonstrated in a wide
variety of cellular processes, including differentiation [31], serum response [38], therapeutic response [39]
and response to DNA damage [40]. The unique spatial organization of the genome that is seen under
these different cellular conditions is hypothesized to be a crucial mechanism driving various nuclear and
cellular functions. It has been theorized that this dynamic organization of the genome may be driven by
the global regulation of gene expression [1]. This hypothesis suggests that groups of genes which share
common regulatory mechanisms for controlling gene expression, such as pools of transcription factors, will
come together in 3D space and physically interact [13, 54]. The interactions of actively transcribed genes are
mediated through their association with specialized structures called transcription factories [49, 51].
The recent development of a biological technique called Hi-C [36] has allowed for the genome-wide detec-
tion of DNA regions in close 3D proximity. This proximity is often referred to as an “interaction” between
the genomic regions. A multitude of computational methods have been developed that infer a crude 3D
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structure of the genome using solely Hi-C results [4, 26, 34, 74]. Currently, none of these existing methods
utilize a constraint logic programming approach for modelling and predicting the 3D genomic architecture. It
is well known that constraints are a powerful tool for modelling many problems [28] and they have also been
successfully applied to the prediction of the 3D structure for other biological components [21, 22, 24, 48].
Additionally, CLP has many advantages for representing and solving biological problems including concise
programs, a close relationship between program specifications and expert knowledge and the ability to rapidly
infer biological meaning from successful results. This thesis utilizes a constraint logic programming paradigm
to develop an efficient 3D genome prediction program. The predicted models were biologically validated
through literature search.
The long range chromatin interactions detected by Hi-C are not the only type of interactions that occur
in the genome; experimental techniques exist that are able to capture additional types of nuclear interactions
and information such as transcription factor binding [5], DNA-lamin interactions [47] and genomic chemical
modifications (epigenetic modifications) [5, 41]. Unfortunately, these additional datasets are under-utilized
by the current methods for predicting the 3D genomic architecture and the existing tools cannot be easily
extended to allow for this integration. Combining these additional data sources into the prediction and
visualization of the 3D genome structure will allow researchers a more comprehensive look into the interplay of
various genomic factors and modifications in 3D space. Our hypothesis is that by combining these additional
data sources into the prediction of the 3D genome structure, a model that is more accurate, information rich
and biologically relevant can be produced.
The unique spatial organization of the genome seen under different cellular conditions is hypothesized
to be a crucial mechanism driving various nuclear functions such as transcription [20] and DNA-repair [42].
Currently, it is difficult to test this theory due to the lack of computational methods that can integrate and
visualize additional genomic datasets and information with the predicted 3D genome structures. The main
aim of this thesis was to determine the most effective way to represent and solve the constraint satisfaction
problem of the 3D genome using constraint logic programming. The structural models produced by this
method were verified through literature search to determine the biological accuracy of the predicted models.
Future work will focus on additional biological validation of the models (by our collaborators, Dr. Christopher
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Eskiw and Dr. Troy Harkness) as well as extending the developed programs to accommodate multiple types
of input datasets into the prediction and visualization of 3D genomic architectures. Overall, the method
developed here is a step towards a better understanding of the relationship between 3D genomic structure
and nuclear functions.
3
Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Genome Organization and Topology
The genome is the complete set of an organism’s genetic information. It is a collection of cellular instructions
required for an organism’s development, growth and maintenance [8]. These instructions are encoded through
repeating units of the nucleotide bases: adenine, thymine, guanine and cytosine (A, T, G and C, respectively).
When these bases are covalently linked together, they form long molecular strands collectively known as
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) [46]. In general, genomic DNA can be categorized into two main components
which vary in their nuclear functions: genes (also known as coding regions) and non-coding regions. In
general, genes provide the instructions for (or code for) the construction of proteins, whereas non-coding
regions generally provide regulatory functions within the nucleus [46].
Different organisms can vary drastically in their genome size and the number of corresponding genomic
features (such as the number of genes, chromosomes and genomic copies) [8]. For instance, it is possible for
organisms to have more then one copy of their genome present in each cell. The number of genomic copies
a cell contains is referred to as the organism’s ploidy. Humans are considered diploid organisms since they
have two genomic copies in their non-reproductive cells, whereas fission yeast are usually considered haploid
organisms since they generally have only one genomic copy [8]. While the genome does include non-nuclear
DNA, such as mitochondrial and chloroplast DNA, for the purpose of this thesis, references to “the genome”
will only include nuclear (or nucleoid) DNA.
In bioinformatics, the genome is often abstracted as a set of strings using an alphabet of the four letters: A,
T, C and G (Figure 2.1A). This is often how the results of biological experiments, like sequencing, are encoded.
While informative, this type of genomic representation lacks crucial information about the natural structure
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Figure 2.1: A subset of the different levels of genomic structural organization. Panel A represents
the two linear DNA strands with the various nucleotides labeled as A, T, C and G (adenine, thymine,
cytosine and guanine, respectively). Panel B represents a naked double stranded DNA helix, where
the blue lines are the DNA backbones and the purple lines represent Watson-Crick complementary
base pairs. Panel C represents a single nucleosome (DNA complexed with histone proteins). Panel
D represents the “beads on a string” model of chromatin. Panel E represents a single chromosome.
Panel F is a representation of the genome within the nucleus/nucleoid. The grey outline represents
the nuclear boundary while the green, blue and orange lines represent individual chromosomes.
of DNA within the cell. In reality, the genome contains multiple levels of structural organization, from linear
DNA strands all the way up to the 3D genomic organization. A slightly more accurate representation of
cellular DNA structure is shown in Figure 2.1B. This panel depicts a simplified structure of a double helix,
where two strands of DNA are connected through the interactions between Watson-Crick complementary
base pairs to form a “twisted ladder”. Within the cell, this ladder is then wrapped around a set of proteins
called histones, forming a structure known as a nucleosome (Figure 2.1C) [70]. When multiple nucleosomes
are formed on a strand of DNA, the structure is collectively known as chromatin [8]. Within the nucleus,
chromatin can be found in either a relaxed structure known as euchromatin, which is typically associated
with genes undergoing active transcription, or in a compacted structure known as heterochromatin, which is
5
Figure 2.2: Imaging of Chromosome Territories Using Fluorescence in situ Hybridization. This figure
depicts the nuclear localization of chromosome 5 in different H. sapiens tissues from reference [50].
The blue areas in the image are cellular nuclei while the green areas are the two copies of chromosome
5. Within liver cells, chromosome 5 is preferentially located within the interior of the nuclear volume,
while in lymphocytes and lung cells it is found on the periphery of the nuclear volume. Specific
methodologies and more details can be found in reference [50].
generally associated with genes that are not being actively transcribed [70]. The relaxed chromatin structure
is often referred to as the “beads on a string” model (Figure 2.1D) while the compacted chromatin structure
is often referred to as a 30 nm fibre [70]. Chromatin can then be further condensed into a structure known
as the 300 nm fibre which is then packaged into chromosomes (Figure 2.1E). Many organisms have multiple
chromosomes within their genome, which will interact with each other within the nuclear volume (the area
within the nuclear membrane or nucleoid region — Figure 2.1F).
Recently, relatively new biological techniques have revealed key features of genomic structure and or-
ganization within and between chromosomes in the nuclear volume. These techniques have uncovered the
existence of genomic structures called topologically associating domains (TADs) and chromosome territories.
TADs are linear regions of DNA where intra-chromosomal interactions (DNA-DNA interactions that occur
between regions of a DNA strand) occur at a higher frequency when compared to the surrounding chromoso-
mal region [18]. They are loosely conserved structures [11] that are hypothesized to be a basic unit of genome
folding [11] and are associated with gene regulatory features and transcription factories [15]. Chromosome
territories are distinct, non-random areas within the nucleus that chromosomes will preferentially compart-
mentalize into (Figure 2.2) [6, 43, 50]. The location of chromosome territories within the nucleus is dynamic
and dependent on a the cell’s internal and external environment [6].
Investigations into the structure-function relationship of various macromolecules has been a fundamental
aspect of molecular biology research for many years. Mainly, this research has revolved around determining
the relationship between the 3D structure of proteins and their various functions. Recently, this research
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area has been extended to include investigations into the structure-function relationship of the genome. The
3D structure and organization of the genome is known to be dynamic and complex. Research in this area has
led to multiple hypotheses about how the genome may be organized in 3D space including the chromosome
territory - interchromatin compartment (CT-IC) model [14], the lattice model [62] and the interchromatin
network (ICN) model [7]. Briefly, the CT-IC model suggests that large channels exist between chromosome
territories called inter-chromatin compartments. This model restricts gene transcription to occur exclusively
on the periphery of chromosome territories within the inter-chromatin compartments [14]. Alternatively, the
lattice model loosens this restriction by suggesting that transcription can occur both within a chromosome
territory as well as on the periphery [62]. Finally, the ICN model completely removes the separation between
chromosome territories and inter-chromatin compartments stating instead that the chromatin fibres can
intermingle and make both intra- (within) and inter- (between) chromosomal interactions within the nuclear
volume [7].
2.2 Biological Techniques for Detecting Genome Organization and
Topology
Recently, the development of a technique called chromosome conformation capture (3C) [16] has allowed
researchers to query if two genes (or DNA elements) are in close physical proximity. The close 3D spatial
proximity of two genomic regions is often referred to as an “interaction” between the two regions, or a long-
range chromatin interaction. 3C is a proximity-based ligation reaction, which uses chemical cross-linking
to preserve the genome architecture (Figure 2.3). Briefly, (1) cells are fixed with formaldehyde in order to
covalently cross-link genomic regions that are in close 3D proximity. (2) The cross-linked fragments are then
digested with a restriction enzyme to remove the potentially large non-interacting interconnecting segments
of DNA. (3) Digested fragments are ligated together. (4) The initial cross-linking is removed resulting in
DNA fragments that represent the two genomic regions that form an interaction. (5) DNA fragments are
purified and polymerase chain reaction (PCR) with region specific primers is used to detect interacting
genomic regions. Although elegant in its design, 3C requires a priori identification of candidate regions
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GR 1
GR 2
(1) Cross-linking of 
interacting genomic 
regions 
(2) Restriction digest
GR 1
GR 2
(3) Intra-molecular 
ligation
GR 1
GR 2
(4) Cross-link reversal GR 1 GR 2
(5) PCR-based 
detection and 
quantification 
GR 1 GR 2
Figure 2.3: A Simplified Overview of the Chromosome Conformation Capture Protocol adapted from
reference [12]. GR stands for “Genomic Region”. The blue lines represent the location of a restriction
enzyme cut site. The green boxes represent a pair of genomic regions being chemically cross-linked
together. The red arrows represent the location and direction of a theoretical set of primers that would
be required for detecting an interaction between GR 1 and GR 2.
suspected of interacting within the nucleus in order to design region specific primers that are able to identify
the interaction.
Hi-C [36] is a biological technique derived from 3C that utilizes next generation sequencing technologies
to identify all the DNA-DNA interactions occurring within the genome. An overview of the experimental
procedure is depicted in Figure 2.4. Briefly, steps (1), (2), (4) and (5) are similar to the 3C protocol described
above. Prior to step (3), the sticky ends generated through the restriction digest in step (2) are filled
with biotinylated nucleotides before blunt end ligation. The biotinylated products are then purified using
streptavidin beads allowing for the detection of fragments that were cut by restriction enzymes. Sequencing
primers are then ligated to the ends of the purified fragments prior to library amplification. Paired-end
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interacting genomic 
regions 
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(4) Intra-molecular 
ligation
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(5) Cross-link reversal GR 1 GR 2
(7) Paired-end 
Sequencing GR 1 GR 2
(3) Biotin labelling
GR 1
GR 2
(6) Biotin pull-down GR 1 GR 2
Figure 2.4: A Simplified Overview of the Hi-C Protocol adapted from reference [36]. GR stands
for “Genomic Region”. The blue lines represent the location of a restriction enzyme cut site. The
green boxes represent a pair of genomic regions being chemically cross-linked together. The orange
circles represent biotin. The purple symbol represents a streptavidin bead that can be used to purify
molecules with a biotin label. The red arrows represent the primers that would be required for paired-
end sequencing.
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sequencing is then performed and the resultant reads are mapped to a reference genome using a Hi-C specific
read mapper [2]. Since the reads generated from Hi-C can be comprised of sequences from linearly distant
regions of the genome, these read mappers must be able to split and map reads to distal genomic locations.
Overall, Hi-C has enabled the high-resolution detection of a set of inter- and intra-chromosomal interactions
(outlined in Figure 2.5).
E
B C D
A
CHR K:
CHR L:
Figure 2.5: A representation of the DNA-DNA interactions that can occur within the 3D genome
structure. Panels give the following representations. A: the linear locations of the genes undergo-
ing an inter-chromosomal (trans) interaction between two hypothetical chromosomes, K and L. B: an
inter-chromosomal interaction. C: the nucleus with the coloured lines representing the separate chro-
mosomes. D: an intra-chromosomal (cis) interaction. These genes might be linearly “distant” but still
have a detectable interaction in 3D space. E: the linear locations of the genes that are undergoing a 3D
intra-chromosomal interaction. The orange and yellow regions in panels B, C, D and E are examples
of possible gene locations. The red circles in panels B and C represent the genomic regions involved
in an interaction.
Whole-genome contact maps are generated by mapping the raw sequence reads produced from Hi-C
experiments. A contact map is a matrix (A) of size N ×N where N is the number of genomic “bins” (linear
regions of genomic DNA) that the genome is separated into. For instance, a Hi-C experiment in yeast that
is able to attain 10 kB resolution will generate 1258 genomic bins, where each bin represents roughly 10
kB of linear DNA sequence. In general, the number of genomic bins is approximately equal to the total
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genome size divided by the Hi-C experimental resolution. Each cell (Ai,j) of A records how many times the
genomic bin i was found to interact with the genomic bin j. This is often referred to as the frequency of
the interaction between Ai and Aj . Systematic biases within the whole-genome contact map are removed
by normalizing the interaction frequencies using a method similar to hicpipe [71]. In general, the normalized
interaction frequency for a cell of the whole-genome contact map (Ai,jnorm) is equal to the number of
observed interactions (Ai,jobserved) divided by the number of expected interactions (Ai,jexpected).
Whole-genome contact maps are characteristically sparse and symmetric along the diagonal. An example
of a small contact map is shown in Figure 2.6. Contact maps can be generated from a single-cell or a
population of cells. Population Hi-C experiments produce whole-genome contact maps that are composed of
a finite number of “interaction profiles”. Each interaction profile is a matrix (P) the same size as the whole-
genome contact map. Similarly to the whole-genome contact map, the individual cells of each interaction
profile (Pi,j) represent the frequency of an interaction between genomic region i and genomic region j.
These frequencies will be found in the whole-genome contact map such that A =
∑
k pikPk where pik is the
proportion of each interaction profile matrix within the population of cells. Interaction profiles are thought
to represent subpopulations of cells with unique genome conformations that potentially correspond to cells
in similar phases of the cell cycle or with similar gene expression profiles. [45]. Unfortunately, it is currently
impossible to deconvolute the exact set of interaction profiles that contribute to the whole-genome contact
map.
Hi-C datasets that are generated from a cellular population are inherently problematic since they represent
the ensemble of interactions occurring within a population of cells resulting in a heterogeneous dataset. While
single cell Hi-C methodologies exist [45], they are not commonly preformed. Hi-C datasets in polyploid
organisms present further difficulties since it is extremely difficult to determine which chromosome copy is
participating in a specific interaction. Researchers have developed a Mus musculus (mouse) model which
allows them to separate chromosome pairs due to unique single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) found in
the individual chromosome copies [73]. Recently, the knowledge of parental SNPs and haplotype phasing data
from the GM12878 Homo sapiens (human) cell line has been used to separate chromosome pairs in human
Hi-C experiments [52]. Unfortunately, this technique is only applicable to samples where parental SNPs are
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Bin1 Bin2 Bin3 Bin4 Bin5
Bin1 - 0.06 0.75 0.06 0.02
Bin2 0.06 - 0.55 0.45 0.15
Bin3 0.75 0.55 - 0.33 0.4
Bin4 0.06 0.45 0.33 - 0.08
Bin5 0.02 0.15 0.4 0.08 -
Figure 2.6: An example of a small contact map. The symmetric lower half of the contact map is
indicated in light grey. The diagonal that represents “self-self” interactions is indicated in green. The
genomic bin labels are shown in dark grey along both edges of the contact map. The numbers within
the cell are examples of the normalized interaction frequency count.
known and is therefore not widely applicable to all human Hi-C datasets. Additionally, the positions of similar
chromosome-specific SNPs have not been identified in other organisms and the process of identifying these
positions is time-consuming and costly. Therefore, it would be worthwhile to develop other computational
methods to deconvolute the interactions involving single cells or chromosome copies in Hi-C datasets.
2.3 Additional Biological Datasets
It is well known that long range chromatin interactions (DNA-DNA interactions) are not the only type of
interactions occurring within a genome. Additional types of nuclear interactions and information (such as
transcription factor binding [5], DNA-lamin interactions [47] and genomic chemical modifications (epigenetic
modifications) [5, 41] can be detected using other types of biological techniques. While these experiments do
not directly measure genomic interactions, they can indicate support for certain interactions from a whole-
genome contact map. Unfortunately, these additional datasets are under-utilized by the existing methods
for predicting the 3D structure of the genome. Because of this, current 3D genome models are incomplete
and limited in the amount of biological insight that can be extracted from them. Combining additional data
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sources into the prediction and visualization of the 3D genome will allow researchers a more comprehensive
look into the interplay of various genomic factors and modifications in 3D space.
As mentioned previously, it has been hypothesized that genome organization may be controlled by global
mechanisms controlling gene expression [1, 13, 54]. There are many different biological techniques, such as
RNA-seq [65], that can detect which genes are being expressed within a population of cells. RNA-seq can
provide support to specific genomic interactions by detecting genomic regions with similar gene expression
states. Similarly, epigenetic datasets can be used to infer the transcriptional activity of certain genomic
regions since it is well known that epigenetic marks are correlated to gene expression [27]. There are a
multitude of existing biological techniques that are able to detect different types of epigenetic marks, such as:
methylated DNA immunoprecipitation with high-throughput sequencing (MeDiP-seq) [67], whole-genome
bisulfite sequencing [35] and chromatin immunoprecipitation with high-throughput sequencing (ChiP-seq)
[29]. Additionally, bioinformatics techniques, such as motif finding algorithms, can be used to determine which
regions of the genome share common docking sites for transcriptional machinery (specifically transcription
factors) [3]. If these regions are being actively transcribed they should be in close 3D spatial proximity if
the transcription factory hypothesis is correct. Furthermore, it has recently been suggested that codon usage
biases are strongly correlated to genome organization [17]. Because of this, the results from codon usage
algorithms could be incorporated into 3D genome predictions by providing support for interactions that have
common codon usage biases [30].
2.4 Computational Techniques for Predicting Genome Organiza-
tion
Many computational methods have been developed to infer crude 3D genomic organizations based solely
on the results produced from Hi-C experiments [4, 26, 34, 56, 61, 74]. To do this, the frequencies from a
whole-genome contact map are converted into a set of corresponding Euclidean distances (the straight-line
distance between two points). This is known as the 3D genome reconstruction problem [57]. In general it
is thought a pair of genomic regions with a higher interaction frequency will often be closer in 3D space
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than a pair of genomic regions with a lower interaction frequency. Most programs then take their predicted
pairwise distances and produce a realistic visualization of the 3D genome by modelling the chromatin fibre
as a polymer [58].
The existing computational methods fall under two broad categories: consensus-based methods [4, 26, 74]
and ensemble-based methods [26, 34, 61]. These categories are distinguished by the number of genomic
models the program generates during one run. Consensus-based methods produce a single model that best
represents the whole-genome contact map. This makes them well suited to single-cell Hi-C experiments and
the resultant model is relatively easy to interpret [58]. But consensus-based methods lack biological accuracy
when they are used to predict the genomic organization from a population of cells. This is because their
predictions typically ignore the heterogenous nature of population Hi-C datasets [33]. Alternatively, ensemble-
based methods produce a large set of genomic models which represent the inherent heterogeneity of genome
organizations that exists within a population of cells. Although this type of technique may result in more
biologically accurate predictions, it is substantially more difficult to extract relevant and novel biological
information from the set of resultant models compared to the single model produced by consensus-based
methods [33].
None of the existing methods are able to provide an exact solution to the 3D genome reconstruction
problem. It has been suggested that all new potential solutions to this problem should encompass the
following features which are uncommon in the existing methodologies:
1. New methods should be scalable to a variety of genome sizes [2].
2. New methods should have the ability to integrate and visualize multiple types of genomic datasets in
addition to whole-genome contact maps [58].
3. Programs should make it easy for users to extract 3D clusters of genomic regions in order to facilitate
downstream analysis [2].
Currently, many of the existing programs do not take any supplementary biological datasets into account
when predicting genomic organizations. Because of this reason, the models generated from the existing meth-
ods are crude and lack crucial biological information that is required to understand the complex relationship
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between the structure and function of the genome. None of the current methods utilize a constraint logic
programming approach for modelling and predicting the 3D genomic architecture. The constraint logic pro-
gramming tool developed here already satisfies characteristic (1). Additionally, it will be used as a framework
and extended during my subsequent Ph.D. research to incorporate characteristics (2) and (3).
2.5 Constraint Logic Programming
Constraint logic programming (CLP) is an extension of the logic programming paradigm in which programs
are written in the form of clauses expressing facts and rules with variables drawn from specific algebraic
domains. CLP builds on logic programming by incorporating the use of constraints to limit the state space
that needs to be searched to find a valid solution [48]. Additionally, the values for variable domains can be
drawn from a rich set of options. For instance, in CLP over the domain of integers (CLP(I)), variables with
integer domains have operations like addition and subtraction already implemented which are not available
in traditional logic programming languages like Prolog. In CLP, instantiation refers to bounding variables to
a set of non-variable values to define the specific domain of the variable [37]. Unlike imperative programming,
where programs are a built as a set of “steps” that the computer executes one after the other (similar to a
recipe), CLP programs build a knowledge representation of the problem which can then be queried [28]. CLP
allows for the direct codification of relationships and constraints relating to a specific problem by specifying
a set of clauses and literals which represent the problem [37].
Due to it’s declarative nature, CLP is well-suited to modelling real-world problems [28]. It has been
successfully used to predict other 3D biomolecular structures [24, 48] and for modelling complex molecular
functions [21, 22]. These applications have been shown to produce more biologically relevant results and
take less computational time when compared to competing methods [21, 22, 48]. The main advantage of this
approach is that it restricts the search space of possible solutions and ensures only models that agree with
the experimental data are retained [28]. It is expected that similar advantages will be achieved by applying
this approach to predicting 3D genomic structure.
Many different constraint logic programming development environments exist including the libraries of
SICStus Prolog [9], ECLiPSe [53] and SWI-Prolog [68]. ECLiPSe was chosen as the CLP paradigm for
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this thesis because it is open source and has many attractive features (described in Section 4.1). This
thesis, utilizes the Interval Constraint (IC) and Geocode Solver for Finite Domains (GFD) libraries
implemented in ECLiPSe. Briefly, the GFD library is an interface to the Geocode constraint programming
toolkit [55] where variables are defined and constrained to a finite set of possible values [53]. The IC library
is a library which requires the variables within the program to be defined and constrained within a finite
integer range [53].
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Chapter 3
Research Objectives
The main objective of this thesis was to develop a CLP based program that can predict a 3D structural
model of the Schizosaccharomyces pombe (S. pombe) genome. Specifically our hypothesis was that a CLP
knowledge representation exists that will provide a solution to the 3D genome reconstruction problem without
using exponential space or time. Specifically, the overall research question was: How can the heterogeneous
Hi-C datasets be leveraged to yield a biologically accurate 3D model of the genome? To answer this question
following sub-questions were addressed: (1) What is a scalable representation of the 3D genome reconstruction
problem in CLP? (2) Given the representation developed in (1) what is an efficient method of solving the 3D
genome constraint satisfaction problem? (3) What is an effective way of visualizing the models developed in
(1)? (4) Do the predicted genomic models retain documented biological features?
To answer these questions, (1) a method was developed that uses constraint logic programming to predict
the 3D structure of the genome from Hi-C experiments. To do this, the interaction frequencies obtained
from Hi-C were converted into a set of corresponding structural constraints in a computational, knowledge
representation formalism [64]. The constraints were then used as a framework to determine plausible struc-
tures using constraint satisfaction which has been successfully used to predict other 3D biological structures
[24, 48]. (2) A variety of search heuristics were evaluated to determine which one among them was the most
efficient at solving the 3D genome constraint satisfaction problem when using the final knowledge represen-
tation developed in (1). (3) Predicted models were transformed into a graph and visualized using Cytoscape
[59]. (4) The predicted models were verified through a literature search to ensure they were biologically
accurate. Further research during a subsequent Ph.D. will extend this framework to: include additional
genomic datasets and information in the prediction and visualization of the 3D genome model, predict the
3D genome organizations of higher level organisms and investigate whether the integrative models support
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the hypothesis that the formation of transcription factories is driving genome organization.
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Chapter 4
Data and Methodology
4.1 Selecting a Constraint Logic Programming Paradigm
Many different constraint logic programming paradigms exist including the libraries of SICStus Prolog [9],
ECLiPSe [53] and SWI-Prolog [68]. ECLiPSe was chosen as the CLP paradigm for this thesis primarily
because it is open source and because it has many attractive features including: an active support community,
the ability to be customized and a rich feature set including multiple types of constraint solvers, search
strategies and heuristics [53]. The majority of these features can be interchanged within the code and tested
to determine which set among them is the most efficient for a specific knowledge representation of a particular
problem.
4.2 Data Acquisition
4.2.1 Synthetic Data
Synthetic datasets were used for the initial testing and development of the various knowledge representations
described below. These datasets were not designed to model all of the inherent characteristics of real Hi-
C datasets. For instance, the interaction frequencies in a real Hi-C datasets follow a combination of the
following distributions: negative binomial, Poisson and gaussian, whereas the interaction frequencies for the
synthetic datasets follow a uniform distribution (using the numbers 1 to N where N is the size of the matrix).
The primary purpose of these synthetic matrices was to give an initial estimate of how a particular CLP
knowledge representation would scale with increasing sizes of N . All of the testing matrices used can be
found in Appendix F.
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4.2.2 Hi-C Data
One Whole-genome contact map from a set of Hi-C experiments performed using S. pombe was downloaded
from Gene Expression Omnibus (accession number: GSE56849) [44]. This S. pombe whole-genome contact
map contained 1258 genomic bins since a 10 kB genome resolution was obtained with this Hi-C experiment.
S. pombe (also known as fission yeast) was selected as the initial organism for the development and testing
of the CLP program since it is a well studied haploid model organism [72]. It has genomic features that are
similar to higher level organisms such as genes with introns and exons, RNAi capabilities and large repetitive
centromeres [72]. Additionally, unlike Saccharomyces cerevisiae which has sixteen chromosomes, S. pombe
has a much smaller genome containing only three chromosomes making it an ideal size for the initial program
development.
4.3 Initial N-Queens Knowledge Representation
A general model of the 3D genome can be constructed from a whole-genome contact map by selecting a
subset of the interactions (based on the assumption described below) in order to maximize the sum of their
corresponding frequencies. Since the initial data was generated from a Hi-C experiment on haploid S. pombe
cells, it was assumed that each region of the genome can be actively forming a Hi-C mediated interaction with
only one other genomic region at any given time. Therefore, only one frequency value for each genomic bin
can be selected from a whole-genome contact map to be part of the final solution. Examples of two possible
solution sets are shown in Figure 4.1B (a non-optimal solution) and Figure 4.1C (the optimal solution).
There are many other possible solution sets that could be extracted from the whole-genome contact map but
only one optimal solution. Since each frequency corresponds to a pair of genomic regions, a model can be
reconstructed from the selected frequencies by constraining the corresponding genomic regions to be in close
3D spatial proximity with their interacting partners.
Naively, a greedy heuristic could be employed that would determine this subset of frequencies by sorting
and selecting the interactions with the largest frequency values. This processes would then be repeated,
rejecting any frequency that involves a region of the genome that has already been selected. But, this would
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Sum of the Selected Interaction 
Frequencies: 1.6
Sum of the Selected Interaction 
Frequencies: 1.8
A.
B. C.
Bin1 Bin2 Bin3 Bin4 Bin5 Bin6
Bin1 - 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.8
Bin2 0.1 - 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.1
Bin3 0.2 0.3 - 0.5 0.8 0.2
Bin4 0.3 0.4 0.5 - 0.2 0.9
Bin5 0.4 0.5 0.8 0.2 - 0.4
Bin6 0.8 0.1 0.2 0.9 0.4 -
Bin1 Bin2 Bin3 Bin4 Bin5 Bin6
Bin1 - 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.8
Bin2 0.1 - 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.1
Bin3 0.2 0.3 - 0.5 0.8 0.2
Bin4 0.3 0.4 0.5 - 0.2 0.9
Bin5 0.4 0.5 0.8 0.2 - 0.4
Bin6 0.8 0.1 0.2 0.9 0.4 -
Bin1 Bin2 Bin3 Bin4 Bin5 Bin6
Bin1 - 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.8
Bin2 0.1 - 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.1
Bin3 0.2 0.3 - 0.5 0.8 0.2
Bin4 0.3 0.4 0.5 - 0.2 0.9
Bin5 0.4 0.5 0.8 0.2 - 0.4
Bin6 0.8 0.1 0.2 0.9 0.4 -
Figure 4.1: An example of two possible solutions to the 3D genome reconstruction problem in haploid
cells. For all of the panels: the symmetric lower half of the contact map is indicated in light grey, the
diagonal that represents “self-self” interactions is indicated in green and the genomic bin labels are
represented in dark grey. For panels B and C: the blue boxes represent the subset of frequencies that
could be selected as possible solutions.
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fail to take into account the situation when lower frequencies, which were rejected by selecting a higher
frequency interaction, would actually result in a greater maximum value for the sum of selected frequencies
within the solution matrix. An example of this can be seen in Figure 4.1 where panel A is the initial whole-
genome contact map and panels B and C represent two possible solution matrices with different overall
frequency sums. Specifically, Figure 4.1B follows the greedy heuristic described above which results in a
selected frequency sum of 1.6. The optimal solution is shown in Figure 4.1C results in a selected frequency
sum of 1.8. By definition the 3D genome reconstruction problem is an optimization problem because there
are multiple, possible correct solutions. However, what is desired is not just any solution, but a solution
that simultaneously maximizes the sum of the frequency values from the chosen interactions. These types of
problems have been shown to be well-suited for constraint logic programming.
Columns
Rows
1 2 3 4 5
1
2
3
4
5
Figure 4.2: An example an empty N -Queens board. Row and column labels are found on the outer
edge of the board. The white and grey squares within the board represent positions where queens
could be placed.
The 3D genome reconstruction problem can be loosely modelled after a canonical problem in computer
science known as the N -Queens problem. Briefly, the N -Queens problem asks how N queens can be placed
on an ordinary N × N chess board so that none of the queens can attack each other within one move. An
example of an empty N -Queens board is depicted in Figure 4.2. While this problem is computationally very
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difficult, it is easy to represent and solve with CLP. By modelling the relationships and constraints in this
problem, CLP is able to efficiently determine the optimal solution for the N -Queens problem within a few
minutes, when N is less than or equal to 10,000 (data not shown). In this representation of the N-Queens
problem, each square on the board is represented by a logical variable that can be bound to a value like ‘Q’
if the queen is located in that square in the solution set. Similarly, a knowledge representation of the 3D
genome reconstruction problem can be produced where each logic variable represents a cell from the contact
map that can be bound to the corresponding frequency value if the interaction is selected to be a part of the
final solution set.
One of the main differences between the N -Queens problem and the 3D genome reconstruction problem
is that the latter has a cost associated with each possible solution which is related to the preference for
one solution over another. In this case, the cost is the sum of the selected interaction frequencies and the
optimal solution will have the maximum cost. Additionally, the 3D genome reconstruction problem does not
need to model the N -Queens “diagonal constraint”. The removal of this constraint makes the 3D genome
reconstruction problem a relaxed version of N -Queens, that could be deemed the “N -Rooks” problem. The
goal of the CLP program is to determine which subset of frequencies should be selected from the whole-genome
contact map in order to maximize the overall frequency summation of the solution set without violating any
of the defined relationships and constraints. The specific relationships and constraints for the 3D genome
reconstruction problem are defined below.
An ECLiPSe program was developed to represent and solve the 3D genome reconstruction problem with
CLP(IC) (A part of the complete program for a 5 × 5 sub-matrix of the yeast whole-genome contact map
is shown in Program A.1). The complete program can be found at https://github.com/kimmackay/msc_
research/tree/master/initial_clp. Initially, it was developed in a way that allowed users to hard-code
multiple genomes within the program source code. Each cell of the input whole-genome contact map was
represented by an individual variable within the program. The domains of the variables were defined to either
be zero, which represented the interaction not being selected, or the corresponding interaction frequency value
from the whole-genome contact map. Since the genomic bins can be easily mapped to their corresponding
chromosomes, this relationship was not explicitly represented within the program.
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The relaxed N -Queens constraints were modelled through the use of the global atleast/3 constraint
from the ic global library. Specifically, the program’s logic stated that for every set of interaction cells
which correspond to a particular genomic bin there must be at least N − 1 variables bound to value of
zero. In order to find the optimal subset of interactions, minimize/2 from the branch and bound library
was used to maximize the sum of the selected frequencies in the solution set (this was done by minimizing
the negative sum of the frequencies since no maximize function was defined in this library — Program A.1
line 80). Finally, the selected interactions were displayed output as a text representation of a numeric-valued
matrix. The user can determine a solution to the 3D genome reconstruction problem by invoking the solve/1
predicate with the appropriate input parameter (for example: solve(1).). While this strategy was effective
and efficient (to be described in Section 5.1), it was unable to solve genome size problems due to limits on
the number of logical variables that the ECLiPSe internal dictionary can store. To overcome this, the S.
pombe whole-genome contact map had to be compressed by a factor of three in order to reduce the number
of variables required to represent and solve the problem while utilizing this knowledge representation. The
value of this compression was determined by trial and error and would have to be determined independently
for each new genome added to this representation.
4.3.1 Automation
A variety of Perl scripts (Appendix B) were developed to assist in the generation of the ECLiPSe program
based on a whole-genome contact map. The final workflow is depicted in Figure 4.3. Briefly, there are four
main sections:
A) Initial Inputs: these are the inputs that the developed Perl scripts expect to receive from the user.
The “normalized Hi-C interaction matrix” input can be generated by processing the raw sequence reads
obtained from a Hi-C experiment or public repository such as GEO with software similar to HiCUP
[69] (a pipeline used for normalizing and mapping the initial raw sequence reads) and HOMER [25] (a
program used for the generation of a whole-genome contact map). The “number of genomic bins to
compress” input is used to specify the number of adjacent genomic bins that need to be combined in
order to reduce the number of variables in the ECLiPSe program; in the case of S. pombe it is three. The
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A. Initial Inputs
B. Pre-
Processing
C. CLP 
Program
D. Output
Normalized Hi-C 
Interaction Matrix
Number of 
Genomic Bins to 
Compress
Number of 
Variables Needed
generate_bins.pl generate_vars.pl
compression_of_
rows.pl
genome_
representation
.ecl
Console 
Output
compression_of
_columns.pl
Figure 4.3: The initial workflow for producing a logical model of the three-dimensional yeast genome.
Grey boxes represent required user input. Green circles represent the developed Perl programs. The
blue diamond represents the developed ECLiPSe program and the purple pentagon represents the
final output of the CLP program. The pink arrows represent expected user input. The black arrows
show the flow of program input/output within the workflow while the orange lines represent the manual
combination of the pre-processing outputs that are necessary to produce the custom ECLiPSe program.
The dashed red lines separate the programs into four general subsections.
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“number of variables needed” input is used to specify the size of one edge of the interaction matrix (ie.
the user would enter 1258 for a 1258× 1258 matrix). This value will be used to automatically generate
the large number of variables needed to represent the problem.
B) Pre-Processing Programs: these are the programs that will format the data to be the correct size and
syntax for use in the ECLiPSe program (Program B.1, Program B.2 and Program B.3). There is also
a method (Program B.4) that will generate a matrix of N by N (where N is specified through the
“number of variables needed” input) variables which are needed to represent the data. The output
of these programs must be manually combined by the user in order to generate the custom ECLiPSe
program.
C) The CLP Program: this is the program that determines the most probable interactions occurring in the
genome based on the defined relationships and constraints.
D) Output: this section represents the output given by the CLP program. Essentially, the CLP program
will print out a matrix of size N ×N that shows the interaction frequencies selected by the program.
4.4 Minimal N-Queens Knowledge Representation
In an attempt to overcome the size constraint of ECLiPSe’s internal dictionary, a new knowledge represen-
tation was implemented based on a minimal N -Queens solution. Essentially, this representation collapses
the N ×N chess board into a list of size N (Figure 4.4). In this representation the logic variables represent
queens in the solution set. The positioning of these queens is encoded through the list position and the value
each variable is bound to (for the row and column positions, respectively).
Ideally, the minimal N -Queens representation could be mapped to the 3D genome reconstruction problem
by having a list of size N where the logical variables represent the selected interaction frequencies in the
solution set. In practice, two lists of size N are required in order to completely represent and store the
relevant data associated with an interaction frequency (one list for frequency values and the other for the
corresponding column values — Figure 4.5). This representation reduced the required variable storage to
2N (as opposed to the N2 storage requirement in the initial N -Queens representation). The position of
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Figure 4.4: An example an empty N -Queens board using a minimal knowledge representation. Row
positions for queens in the solution set are found on the top of the list. The column position of a queen
in the solution will correspond to the value placed in the square.
the variable within either list was used to encode the corresponding row of the whole-genome contact map,
whereas the value of the variable in the “column list” was used to encode the corresponding column of
the whole-genome contact map for a particular selected frequency value. A partial implementation of this
program for a 5×5 sub-matrix of the yeast whole-genome contact map is shown in Program A.2. The complete
program can be found at https://github.com/kimmackay/msc_research/tree/master/minimal_clp.
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Figure 4.5: A visualization of the N -Queens based, minimal knowledge representation for the 3D
genome reconstruction problem. Row positions for the selected interactions are found on the top of
the list. The column position of a selected interaction will correspond to the value placed in the square
of the “Columns” list. The corresponding interaction frequency for a specific row, column pair will be
in the same square the column value was found in. This relationship between the squares from the
two lists are indicated with a dashed red line.
The relaxedN -Queens constraints were modelled through the use of a newly defined alldifferent except/1
constraint (lines 7 to 33) which was developed to ensure all of the variables within the column list are pairwise
different from each other, or zero. Additionally, the program uses constraint imposition (lines 64 to 98) with
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values from the whole-genome contact map to encode valid column, frequency pairs. In order to find the
optimal subset of interactions, minimize/2 from the branch and bound library was used in conjunction with
search/6 from the gfd library (line 109). Finally, the selected interactions are displayed in the form of two
numeric lists and can be extracted for downstream visualization. The user can determine a solution to the
3D genome reconstruction problem by invoking the maximize/2 predicate with output parameters that will
be bound to values that represent the selected interactions (i.e. maximize(R, F). A CLP program was gen-
erated and tested with a variety of synthetic whole-genome contact maps in order to determine the scalability
of this representation (to be described in Section 5.2). While this representation was able to overcome the
problem discovered in the initial N -Queens knowledge representation (as will be shown in the results section)
its runtime was exponential based on the the number of rows or columns (N) in the whole-genome contact
map.
4.5 Improving the Program Runtime
This section describes the divide and conquer approach that was used to improve the runtime for the minimal
N -Queens representation as well as the minimal, non-redundant N -Queens representation (described below
in Section 4.6).
4.5.1 Divide and Conquer
Division
In order to improve the efficiency and scalability of the program, the yeast whole-genome contact map was
divided into six subproblems that can be run in parallel. These subproblems represent a natural partition
of the whole-genome contact map. The location of these subproblems within the whole-genome contact map
are identified in Figure 4.6. Each subproblem corresponds either to interactions within a specific chromosome
(intra-interactions), or to a subset of the interactions between 2 of the 3 chromosomes (inter-interactions).
Since the set of genomic bins that correspond to a particular chromosome was known ahead of time, the
separation of these subproblems was provided as program input to generate the six CLP programs.
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Figure 4.6: Identification of subproblems within the yeast contact map. The large grey triangle
represents the portion of the contact map that does not need to be processed since all contact maps
are mirrored along the diagonal. The blue triangles represent the subsections of the contact map that
correspond to intra-chromosomal interactions, while the green squares represent the subsections of the
contact map that correspond to the inter-chromosomal interactions. The labels on the blue and green
areas represent the chromosome(s) involved in the interactions within that subsection of the contact
map.
Local Conquer
In order to solve entire yeast 3D genome reconstruction problem, ECLiPSe programs that correspond
to the following subproblems were run independently: (1) chromosome 1 intra-interactions, (2) chromo-
some 2 intra-interactions, (3) chromosome 3 intra-interactions, (4) chromosome 1 - chromosome 2 inter-
interactions, (5) chromosome 1 - chromosome 3 inter-interactions and (6) chromosome 2 - chromosome 3
inter-interactions. Similarly to Section 4.4, the user can determine a solution to the 3D genome reconstruc-
tion problem by invoking the maximize/3 predicate with parameters that correspond to the desired output
file names (i.e. maximize(‘‘RowFileName" , ‘‘FreqFileName" , ‘‘NonZeroRowsFileName"). The com-
plete programs for the six subproblems using the minimal N -Queens knowledge representation can be found
at https://github.com/kimmackay/msc_research/tree/master/minimal_clp/subproblems.
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Recombination/Merging
The results from each subproblem were then combined together to reconstruct the entire 3D logical model of
the S. pombe genomic architecture. Specifically, to help account for the instances when a single genomic region
is involved in more then one solution interaction a “dynamics coefficient” (abbreviated the D coefficient) was
defined. The D coefficient is calculated by scanning all of the result files and counting how many interactions
a specific region is making across the subproblem solution sets. The more interactions a genomic region is
involved in, the higher it’s corresponding D coefficient is. For instance, if genomic bin 1 was found to be
forming an interaction in subproblem (1) and subproblem (2) it would have a D coefficient of 2, whereas if it
was found to be only forming an interaction in subproblem (2) it would have an associated D coefficient of
1. This allows the program to encode some of the flexibility and dynamics of genome organization into the
logical model. Additionally, it allows the model to keep all the information associated with each subproblem’s
optimal solution instead of having to exclude interactions that involve genomic regions already selected as
part of the solution set.
4.6 Minimal, Non-Redundant N-Queens Knowledge Representa-
tion
In an attempt to further decrease the program’s runtime, redundant frequency and column values along
with zero value frequencies were removed from the variable domains resulting in the minimal, non-redundant
version of the knowledge representation. This knowledge representation utilizes the same structure described
in Section 4.4 . For the sake of brevity, two partial program’s are shown in Program A.3 (representative of
an intra-interaction CLP program) and Program A.4 (representative of an inter-interaction CLP program).
The complete programs for each of the six subproblems can be found at https://github.com/kimmackay/
msc_research/tree/master/minimal_nonredunant_clp). The user can determine a solution to the 3D
genome reconstruction problem by invoking the maximize/3 predicate with input parameters that corre-
spond to the desired names of the output files the selected interactions (i.e. maximize(‘‘RowFileName" ,
‘‘FreqFileName" , ‘‘NonZeroRowsFileName").
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Figure 4.7: The workflow for producing a logical model of the three-dimensional yeast genome using a minimal N -Queens representation. Grey
boxes represent program input and outputs. The green circles represent the developed Perl programs. Blue diamonds represent the ECLiPSe
programs produced by the Perl programs and the purple pentagon represents the visualization of the predicted model with Cytoscape. The pink
arrows represent expected user input. The black arrows show the flow of program input/output within the workflow while the orange arrows
represent the automatic generation of the custom ECLiPSe program. The dashed red lines separate the programs into 4 general sub-sections.
The light blue panels are areas of the workflow that will be repeated multiple times in order to accommodate all the intra- and inter-interaction
subproblems.
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A variety of Perl scripts (Appendix C) were developed to automate the generation of a minimal non-
redundant ECLiPSe program based on a whole-genome contact map. The overall workflow is depicted in
Figure 4.7. Briefly, there are four main sections of the workflow:
A) Initial Inputs: these are the inputs that the developed Perl programs expect to receive from the user.
The “normalized Hi-C interaction matrix” input can be generated by processing the raw sequence reads
obtained from a Hi-C experiment or public repository such as GEO with software similar to HiCUP
[69] and HOMER [25]. Additionally, each program requires the user to specify which chromosome(s)
subproblem the program should generate and the size of the corresponding chromosome(s).
B) Generation of CLP Program: the Programs C.1 and C.2 generate the custom ECLiPSe program for a
specific subproblem and whole-genome contact map, as well as a text file that lists the non-zero genomic
bins which will be used to generate the network.
C) Post-Processing: the programs in this step (Program D.1, Program D.2 and Program D.3) utilize the
output generated by the programs in step B to generate a network file that can be used as input to
Cytoscape.
D) Visualization: this step visualizes the results of the CLP program in Cytoscape.
4.7 Visualization
The results from the CLP program were converted into a network using Program D.1 or Program D.2
(Appendix D) and visualized with Cytoscape. Each edge in the network was weighted using the novel relative
distance measure: the average D coefficient (defined above) between the two genomic regions divided by
their corresponding interaction frequency from the whole-genome contact map. It is commonly accepted that
the distance between two genomic regions in 3D space is inversely proportional to the associated interaction
frequency from the whole-genome contact map. For instance when genomic region a (assuming a D coefficient
of 1) is selected to be forming an interaction with genomic region b (assuming a D coefficient of 1) at a
frequency of 14, the relative distance measure will be 0.071 i.e. ( (1+1)/2)14 ), suggesting they have a very close
3D spatial proximity. On the contrary, if genomic region c (assuming a D coefficient of 7) is selected to be
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forming an interaction with genomic region d (assuming a D coefficient of 5) at a frequency of 2, the relative
relative distance measure will be 4.75 i.e. ( (7+5)/2)2 ). An edge-weighted spring-embedded layout was then
applied to the network where the edge weight was the newly defined relative distance measure. The nodes
in the network were then coloured according to their chromosome number.
4.8 Evaluation and Validation
4.8.1 Computational Evaluation
Each CLP program that was generated in each knowledge representation (including the program’s generated
for the synthetic datasets) was compiled and run independently three times. Program runtimes were measured
in the form of elapsed runtime. The program runtimes (elapsed time) from each of the three runs were
averaged to produce the average program runtime for each of the programs described above as well as all of
the testing and heuristic optimization instances. Programs were run on a compute server which has 20TB
RAID external storage, a dual 8-core CPU (Intel Xeon E5-2670) and 384GB RAM. An example of the
command line input and output is shown in Appendix E.1.
4.8.2 Computational Feature Extraction
Program features (such as the number of variables, the number of values in a variable domain and the number
of constraint implications) were extracted using a bash command similar to grep -c ‘<feature specific
text>’ <input file>. The results from this command were then normalized based on the number of total
variables used in the <input file> knowledge representation.
4.8.3 Biological Validation
A literature search was performed to identify a set of documented genomic features (such as 3D centromere
and telomere clustering) that should be present in the predicted 3D yeast genome. Nodes in the Cytoscape
visualization were then coloured to quickly and easily identify whether or not the predicted model contained
these identified genomic features.
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Chapter 5
Results and Discussion
5.1 Initial N-Queens Knowledge Representation
The initial CLP(IC) program was developed using the modified N -Queens knowledge representation described
in Section 4.3. As mentioned previously, the whole-genome contact map was represented as a N ×N matrix,
where N corresponds to the number of genomic bins along one edge of the contact map. Constraints were
defined using the atleast/3 constraint from the ic global library to ensure that each genomic bin could
participate in only one Hi-C mediated interaction within the final solution set. A subset of the program was
described in Appendix A.1 and the complete program can be found at https://github.com/kimmackay/msc_
research/tree/master/initial_clp. Various important representation features along with the average
program runtimes are listed in Table 5.1. The “Number of Frequency Values in the Variable Domains”
Table 5.1: Features of the Initial N -Queens Knowledge Representation. The top row lists the names
of the individual subproblems. The “Testing” problem corresponds to the 5× 5 synthetic contact map
from Appendix F.1. The “Condensed Genome” problem corresponds to the representation that was
developed by combining adjacent genomic bins. The “Complete Genome” problem corresponds to the
representation of the entire 1258× 1258 yeast whole-genome contact map. ‘-’ indicates that there was
no runtime information available.
Program Feature Testing
Condensed
Genome
Complete
Genome
Number of Genomic Bins 5 420 1258
Number of Variables 25 176400 1582564
Number of Frequency Values
in the Variable Domains
2 2 2
Average Program Runtime
(Elapsed Time — seconds)
0.3 0.43 –
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row has a constant value of ‘2’ across all the problems since each variable domain is instantiated to a list
containing the corresponding frequency value from the whole-genome contact map and zero. These values
represent the corresponding interaction being either selected as a member of the solution set, or rejected from
the solution set (respectively). Using this knowledge representation, ECLiPSe was able to find the optimal
and correct solution for the initial testing matrix (Appendix F.1) in 0.30 seconds.
Once the initial testing and development with the synthetic data was completed, the same knowledge
representation was used to generate a CLP(IC) program for the entire S. pombe whole-genome contact map.
Unfortunately, this program would not compile because the number of variables required to represent the
contact map (1,582,564) exceeded the total memory of ECLiPSe’s internal dictionary. Since there was no
way of manually increasing the dictionary size, this was overcome by combining adjacent genomic bins into
larger regions to achieve a lower number of variables. For the yeast whole-genome contact map, every set
of three adjacent bins had to be combined into one larger genomic bin in order for the program to compile.
This genomic compression resulted in a smaller whole-genome contact map of 420 × 420, but it should be
noted that this process reduced the overall resolution of the data from 10 kB to 30 kB.
While computationally efficient, this knowledge representation is not scalable to higher order organisms
with larger genome sizes since the space utilization complexity is O(N2). Any attempts to use this knowledge
representation for the comprehensive prediction of larger genomic architectures would result in a drastic
decrease in the experimental resolution due to the size restrictions imposed by ECLiPSe’s internal dictionary.
However, since the average program runtimes achieved with this representation are remarkably low, this
program could still be utilized for organisms with small genomes. Alternatively, it could also be used to gain
a high-level overview of the genomic organization of a large genome (at a low resolution). Other prediction
programs (such as the method developed by Trieu and Cheng [61]) could then be used to predict the high-
resolution local genomic organization of specific regions within the genome.
5.2 Minimal N-Queens Knowledge Representation
In an attempt to maintain the experimental resolution and overcome the size restriction of ECLiPSe’s in-
ternal dictionary, a new CLP(GFD) program was developed based on the minimal N -Queens knowledge
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representation described in Section 4.4. Briefly, instead of representing each cell of the whole-genome con-
tact map, two lists of size N were used which held only the frequency and column values selected to be
part of the final solution set. Constraints were defined using the alldifferent except/1 constraint (de-
veloped as a part of this thesis) on the column list to ensure that each genomic bin was involved in only
one Hi-C mediated interaction within the solution set. Specifically, the alldifferent except/1 constraint
ensured that the value of each variable within the parameter list was pairwise different from every other
variable or zero. A subset of the program is described in Appendix A.2 and the complete program can be
found at https://github.com/kimmackay/msc_research/tree/master/minimal_clp. Unfortunately, the
CLP(GFD) program that was generated for the entire yeast whole-genome contact map was not able to find
a “ground” solution after a week of continuous runtime and was therefore terminated. However when the
section of the program which imposes constraints to define the valid column, frequency pairs (the “constraint
imposition” section) was removed and the program only had to identify the row/column pairs that did not
violate the defined relationships, correct solutions were found in less then four seconds when N was less than
or equal to 1500. This suggests that the current method of constraint imposition causes a substantial increase
in program runtime.
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Figure 5.1: The relationship between the average program runtime (seconds) and the number of
variables is shown in green for the test data and blue for sub-matrices extracted from real data.
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To investigate the relationship between the number of variables (N) and the average program runtime
when using this representation, the corresponding CLP(GFD) programs for the seven synthetic matrices
listed in Appendix F were generated and run. In each instance, ECLiPSe was able to determine the optimal
and correct solution for the corresponding subproblem. Unfortunately, as the number of variables grew,
the average runtime of the corresponding program increased exponentially, suggesting that the runtime was
dependent on the size of N . However, when a subset of data from the S. pombe whole-genome contact map
was used, the corresponding average program runtime was no longer dependent on N (Figure 5.1). It is
possible that this disassociation of dependency on N is seen because representations based on Hi-C data
contain a handful of variables that are already ground to a zero value. This would result in a decreased
overall runtime by reducing the area of the solution space which would need to be searched in order to find
the optimal solution.
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Table 5.2: Features of the Minimal N -Queens Knowledge Representation. The top row lists the names
of the individual subproblems. “CHR1” represents the chromosome 1 intra-interaction subproblem.
“CHR2” represents the chromosome 2 intra-interaction subproblem. “CHR3” represents the chromo-
some 3 intra-interaction subproblem. “CHR1 - CHR2” represents the subproblem for chromosome 1
and chromosome 2 inter-interactions. “CHR1 - CHR3” represents the subproblem for chromosome 1
and chromosome 3 inter-interactions. “CHR2 - CHR3” represents the subproblem for chromosome 2
and chromosome 3 inter-interactions.
Program Feature CHR1 CHR2 CHR3
CHR1
-
CHR2
CHR1
-
CHR3
CHR2
-
CHR3
Number of Variables 558 454 246 454 246 246
Number of Zero Variables 13 15 13 347 192 167
Total Number of Frequency
Values in the Variable
Domains
8803 6989 3697 771 363 359
Normalized Number of
Frequency Values in the
Variable Domains
15.78 15.39 15.03 1.70 1.48 1.46
Total Number of Column
Values in Variable Domains
156519 103739 30627 253332 137268 111,684
Normalized Number of
Column Values in the Variable
Domains
280.50 228.50 124.50 558 558 454
Total Number of Constraint
Impositions
156519 103739 30627 253786 137514 111930
Normalized Number of
Constraint Impositions(Based
on the Number of Variables)
280.50 228.50 124.50 599.00 559.01 455.00
Average Program Runtime
(Elapsed Time — seconds)
19.89 1889.7 6.63 13585.27 249.0 50.05
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Once the initial testing and development was completed on the synthetic matricies and sub-matrices
based on real Hi-C data, the same knowledge representation was used to generate the six CLP(GFD) sub-
problems identified in Section 4.5.1. The complete program for each subproblem can be found at https:
//github.com/kimmackay/msc_research/tree/master/minimal_clp/subproblems. The various impor-
tant representation features along with the average program runtimes are listed in Table 5.2. Similarly to
the testing Hi-C sub-matrices described above, Figure 5.2 demonstrates that the average program runtimes
for the six subproblems are not dependent on N . However, it should be noted that the chromosome 1 -
chromosome 2 inter-interaction subproblem had a drastically larger runtime when compared to the rest of
the subproblems.
A number of program features were investigated to determine why the chromosome 1 - chromosome 2 inter-
interaction subproblem had a significantly larger average runtime compared to the rest of the subproblems.
These features included: the number of zero variables, the normalized number of values in the domain of the
column variables, the normalized number of values in the domain of the frequency variables and the normalized
number of constraint impositions within the program. In the case of these features, “normalization” refers
to the division of the total number of instances of a specific feature by the number of variables used in
the program. Specific values for each of these metrics can be found in Table 5.2. Unfortunately none of
these measures were directly related to the average runtimes of the subproblem programs. But, since this
representation without constraint imposition was able to correctly and efficiently solve problems for N up
to 1500, the current method of constraint imposition likely was responsible for the increased runtime seen
in certain subproblems. Specifically, it is possible that constraint impositions with duplicated frequency
values were responsible for the dramatic increase in runtime since the program would have to spend extra
time searching the solution space of potentially equivalent solutions (in terms of the summed frequency).
This is demonstrated in the following code snippet from the chromosome 1 - chromosome 2 inter-interaction
subproblem.
1 %% A Sub -Set of Constraint Impositions for Row559
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row559 #= 0) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq559 #= 0)) or
3 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row559 #= 1) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq559 #= 0)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row559 #= 2) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq559 #= 0)) or
5 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row559 #= 3) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq559 #= 0)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row559 #= 4) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq559 #= 0)) or
7 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row559 #= 5) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq559 #= 0)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row559 #= 6) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq559 #= 0)) or
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9 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row559 #= 7) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq559 #= 0)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row559 #= 8) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq559 #= 0)) or
11 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row559 #= 9) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq559 #= 0)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row559 #= 10) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq559 #= 0)) or
13 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row559 #= 11) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq559 #= 0)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row559 #= 12) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq559 #= 0)) or
15 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row559 #= 13) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq559 #= 0)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row559 #= 14) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq559 #= 0)) or
17 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row559 #= 15) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq559 #= 0)) or
...
5.3 Minimal, Non-Redundant N-Queens Knowledge Representa-
tion
In order to further improve the efficiency and scalability of the CLP(GFD) subprograms, zero-valued variables
and their corresponding constraint impositions were removed from the knowledge representation. Addition-
ally, redundant values from the remaining variable domains were removed. Each CLP(GFD) program was
developed based on the minimal, non-redundant N -Queens knowledge representation described in Section
4.5. As mentioned previously, this representation utilized a “divide and conquer” approach to efficiently solve
the entire yeast 3D genome reconstruction problem. The overall problem was divided into 6 subproblems
that represent either the intra-interactions of a specific chromosome or the inter-interactions between 2 of the
3 chromosomes. The results from each subproblem were then merged together using the method described
in Section 4.5.1. A novel term, referred to as the D coefficient (Section 4.5.1), was defined to account for
genomic regions that were part of the solution set for multiple subproblems. This allowed the program to
encode some of the flexibility and dynamics of genome organization into the logical model. The D coefficient
is similar to the B factor (also known as the temperature factor or the Debye-Waller factor) generated in
protein X-Ray Crystallography experiments [32]. Briefly, the B factor encodes the degree of uncertainty
associated with the computed atomic positions in 3D space [32].
Similarly to the minimal N -Queens knowledge representation described in the above section, the con-
straints were defined using the alldifferent except/1 constraint (developed as a part of thesis) to ensure
that each genomic bin can only be actively forming one Hi-C mediated interaction in the final solution set.
A subset of the program for an intra-interaction subproblem is described in Appendix A.3 and a subset of
the program for the an inter-interaction subproblem is described in Appendix A.4. The complete set of
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Figure 5.3: The relationship between the average program runtime and the number of variables
is shown in blue. Inter-interaction subproblems are indicated with a red dot while intra-interaction
subproblems are indicated with a green dot.
programs representing all of the six subproblems can be found at https://github.com/kimmackay/msc_
research/tree/master/minimal_nonredunant_clp. The various important representation features along
with the average program runtimes are listed in Table 5.3. In the case of these features, “normalization”
refers to the total number of times a specific feature was found throughout the program divided by the
number of variables used in the programs knowledge representation. Similarly to the minimal N -Queens
representation above, the average program runtime was not dependent on N . Additionally, the removal of
redundant and zero values from variable domains decreased the program runtime by an average of 84.73 %
when compared to the minimal N -Queens representation in Section 5.2. Figure 5.3 depicts the relationship
between average program runtime and the number of variables. The “divide and conquer” strategy applied
here enables the program to be scalable to much larger genomes, since the sub-programs generated with this
knowledge representation can be run in parallel.
Even though this representation was able to drastically reduce the average program runtime of the chro-
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Table 5.3: Features of the Minimal, Non-Redundant Knowledge Representation. The column head-
ings are the same as the headings described in Table 5.2.
Program Feature CHR1 CHR2 CHR3
CHR1
-
CHR2
CHR1
-
CHR3
CHR2
-
CHR3
Number of Non-Zero Variables 545 439 233 107 54 79
Total Number of Frequency
Values in the Variable
Domains
8790 6974 3684 182 171 288
Normalized Number of
Frequency Values in the
Variable Domains
16.13 15.89 15.81 1.70 3.17 3.65
Total Number of Column
Values in Variable Domains
33090 26494 14246 856 1246 2053
Normalized Number of
Column Values in the Variable
Domains
60.72 60.35 61.14 8.00 23.07 26.99
Total Number of Constraint
Impositions
33090 26494 14246 856 1246 2053
Normalized Number of
Constraint Impositions (Based
on the Number of Variables)
60.72 60.35 61.14 8.00 23.07 25.99
Average Program Runtime
(Elapsed Time — seconds)
6.96 15.06 0.54 817.80 0.34 0.28
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mosome 1 - chromosome 2 inter-interaction subproblem (compared to the minimal N -Queens representation
described above), it still had a significantly higher runtime when compared to the other subproblems with
this representation. A number of program features were investigated to determine why the chromosome 1 -
chromosome 2 inter-interaction subproblem still had a significantly larger average runtime compared to the
rest of the subproblems. These features included: the number of non-zero variables, the normalized number of
values in the domain of the column variables, the normalized number of values in the domain of the frequency
variables and the normalized number of constraint impositions within the program. Specific values for each
of these metrics can be found in Table 5.3. Unfortunately none of these measures were directly related to
the average program runtimes of the subproblems. It is possible that the relatively high runtime seen in the
chromosome 1 - chromosome 2 subproblem is due to the issues with constraint imposition described above.
Future work will focus on modifying the constraint imposition section to decrease the runtime in subproblems
similar to the chromosome 1 - chromosome 2 subproblem.
5.4 Evaluation of Various Heuristics
Testing was performed to determine which library and variable selection method strategy should be used in
the final knowledge representation. The GFD library was selected for the implementation of the knowledge
representations described in Section 4.4 and 4.5 because it gave ground solutions for problems with much
larger N values in the initial testing (data not shown). A subset of the available variable selection options
for search/6 from the GFD library were tested to determine which one produced the lowest runtime for
the 3D genome reconstruction problem (Table 5.4). A program using each option was complied and run
independently three times to produce an average program runtime. Specifically, the synthetic 22×22 contact
map was used for this testing.
The “anti occurence” strategy had the best performance in the subset of variable selection methods tested
and was selected as the variable selection method in the 3D genome reconstruction problem. Briefly, the
“anti occurence” strategy selects the variable with the lowest number of attached propagators. Future work
will be done to determine whether or not different variable selection methods could perform better in certain
subproblems (such as the chromosome 1 - chromosome 2 inter-interaction problem).
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Table 5.4: The Effect of Different Variable Selection Methods on Average Program Runtime (Elapsed
Time) and Average Compile Time. ‘-’ indicates that there was no runtime information available.
Variable Selection
Method
Number of
Variables
Average
Compile Time
(seconds)
Average Runtime
(Elapsed Time —
seconds)
input order 22 0.72 11.39
first fail 22 0.72 11.14
occurence 22 0.71 –
anti first fail 22 0.72 –
smallest 22 0.73 11.98
largest 22 0.74 –
anti occurence 22 0.73 10.21
most constrained 22 0.73 12.11
random 22 0.76 –
5.5 Visualization
A Cytoscape network was generated based on the output from Program D.1, Program D.2 and Program
D.3. Once the network was constructed, the individual genomic bins were coloured either according to their
corresponding chromosome or in a way that highlighted a particular genomic feature. An edge-weighted spring
embedded layout (where the edge weight was defined as the novel distance metric developed in Subsection
4.7) was applied to the network which generated the images in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5B. Initial visual
inspection of the generated images suggests that the novel distance metric could have some biological merit
based on the distribution of the chromosomes and the overall shape of the predicted genome structure within
the images.
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AB
Figure 5.4: Visualization of the 3D yeast logical model using Cytoscape. In Panel A, the rectangles
representing the genomic bins are coloured in the following way: chromosome 1 is green, chromosome
2 is red, chromosome 3 is blue. Grey lines indicate an interaction between a pair of genomic regions.
In Panel B: the grey lines and coloured rectangles have the same meaning as in panel A. All of the
genomic bins are colours in a light blue. The orange circles indicate the location of two potential
clusters of transcription factories within the predicted model.
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5.6 Biological Validation
One of the most well documented features of S. pombe genomic organization is the 3D clustering of cen-
tromeres and telomeres within the nuclear volume [10, 23, 66]. Specifically, fluorescence in situ hybridization
(FISH) experiments on haploid S. pombe cells were used by Chikashige et al. to determine the number (two
centromere clusters and one telomere cluster) and location of these clusters within the genome [10]. In order
to determine whether the predicted yeast model was able to recapitulate these features, the genomic bins
corresponding to centromeres and telomeres were coloured in the Cytoscape visualization. Figure 5.5 provides
a visual comparison of these these clusters from the FISH experiments [10] and the predicted genomic model.
The number and location of these clusters appears to be conserved in the predicted model suggesting that a
reasonable amount of biological accuracy was achieved using the minimal, non-redundant subproblem based
N -Queens representation described in Section 4.5.
Furthermore, the mapping and analysis of S. pombe Hi-C results has unveiled the presence of transcription
factories within the genomic organization of these organisms [60]. It is possible that the two clusters of highly
interacting regions within the logical model (Figure 5.4B — circled in orange) could represent clusters of
transcription factories within the predicted genomic structure. Unfortunately, the Hi-C dataset that this
model was built from does not have any associated gene expression data which would allow us to explicitly
confirm this. Future work will focus on further validating this model with gene expression datasets from
different studies in the same yeast strain. Additionally, genes located within the two clusters of transcription
factories will be extracted and motif-finding algorithms will be used in an attempt to separate these clusters
into their individual potential transcription factories.
5.7 Comparison to Existing Methods for Solving the 3D Genome
Reconstruction Problem
In general, the existing methods that can be used to predict the 3D genomic structure from Hi-C data can be
categorized according to the hierarchy depicted in Figure 5.6. Specifically the programs developed here can be
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Figure 5.5: Visualization of the Nuclear Localization of Telomeres and Centromeres in S. pombe. In
both panels: the telomeres are represented by red signals, the centromeres are represented by green
signals and the nuclear DNA is represented in blue. Panel A is the results of fluorescence in situ
hybridization performed on a haploid S. pombe cell [10]. Panel B is the Cytoscape visualization of
the logical model with the genomic bins coloured according to the scheme above. The green circles
encapsulate centromere clusters while the red circle encapsulates the telomere cluster.
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classified as consensus-based, optimization solutions that utilize a complete search to find the optimal logical
model of the 3D genome. Currently, none of the existing methods have be used to predict the 3D genomic
organization of the S. pombe genome. Additionally, most of the existing methods are only able to predict the
3D structures for a portion of the genome (typically one chromosome or one region of a chromosome) whereas
the programs using the minimal, non-redundant N -queens based knowledge representation developed here
are able to predict a logical model for the entire S. pombe genome.
Solutions to 3D Genome 
Reconstruction Problem
Consensus 
Based
Ensemble 
Based
Optimization 
Approach
Probabilistic 
Approach
Complete 
Search
Heuristic 
Search
Figure 5.6: Hierarchy of existing computational methods for predicting 3D genomic structure. Green
boxes represent the categories that the developed programs would fall under. Grey boxes indicate cat-
egories that do not apply to the developed programs. Black arrows indicate the hierarchal relationship
between the categories.
The programs developed here are the only consensus based methods that are able to find the optimal
solution to the 3D genome reconstruction problem. The method developed by Duan et. al is an example
of a consensus based, optimization approach that utilizes a heuristic search to converge on a 3D genomic
structure (Figure 5.7A) [19]. One of the main downfalls of this method is that it cannot be used in species
other then yeast because it hard codes telomere and centromere 3D clustering into the prediction process.
The method developed by Nagano et. al is an example of a consensus based, probabilistic approach that
uses simulated annealing to predict the structure of the X chromosome form single-cell Hi-C data (from male
mouse cells) [45]. An example of the X chromosome structure (for two of the single cells) is shown in Figure
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5.7B. Finally, BACH is an example of an ensemble method that uses Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling
to predict the structure of a TAD from Hi-C data [26]. Examples of two TAD structures from the solution
set are shown in Figure 5.7C.
A B
C
Figure 5.7: Results of existing computational methods for predicting 3D genomic structure. Panel A
shows the 3D Saccharomyces cerevisiae genomic model produced from the method developed by Duan
et. al [19]. Each individual chromosome is coloured differently based on the legend on the right hand
side of the image. Panel B shows the 3D X chromosome models produced from the method developed
by Nagano et. al [45]. The linear regions of the chromosome are coloured the same in each model to
highlight the differences in positioning between five arbitrary regions (grey, green, blue, yellow, red).
Panel B depicts the 3D visualization of two predicted TAD structures from the set of TAD structures
produced by the BACH method [26].
5.8 Comparison to CLP Methods for 3D Protein Structure Pre-
diction
Constraint logic programming has been used to predict the 3D genomic structure of other biomolecules such
as proteins. Dal Pal et al. formulated the protein structure prediction problem as an optimization problem
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in CLP where the goal was to minimize the free energy of the predicted structure [48]. A logical model of
the predicted protein structure was built by using known secondary structures and the presence of disulphide
bridges as constraints [48]. The logical model was then converted into a realistic “all atoms” model and a
comparison of the predicted and known structure was preformed producing Figure 5.8 [48]. Overall, this
method developed by Dal Pal et al. was proven to work satisfactorily for small proteins.
Figure 5.8: Comparison of known and predicted structures for the WW domain from Dal Pal et al..
The known structure is shown in yellow and the ”all atom” model of the predicted structure is shown
in red.
5.9 Future Work
The set of prediction programs using the minimal, non-redundant N -Queens knowledge representation de-
veloped as a part of this thesis will be utilized as a computational framework which will be extended and
enhanced during my subsequent Ph.D. research. Specifically, these programs will be extended to incorporate
a variety of additional genomic datasets and information into the prediction process. The unique knowledge
representation utilized in this computational framework will allow these additional datasets to be naturally
incorporated into the prediction of the 3D genome. For instance, each genomic bin could have an associated
list of variables representing the genes found within that bin and their corresponding gene expression values.
Additionally, the large body of existing microscopy images will be investigated to determine if it can be
codified and incorporated into the prediction program. Biological and computational evaluation will be done
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to determine if the integration of these additional datasets increases the biological accuracy of the predicted
models. New methods of concurrently visualizing the 3D genome structure along with the additional genomic
datasets will be investigated. It is hypothesized that the concurrent visualization of 3D genomic structures
along with additional genomic datasets would allow researchers a more comprehensive look into the interplay
of various genomic factors and modifications in 3D space. To ensure the developed programs are scalable to
a wide variety of organisms, they will be used to predict the 3D genomic structure of higher level polyploid
genomes. Machine-learning techniques will then be used in attempt to deconvolute the heterogenous Hi-C
interactions occurring on separate chromosome copies in polyploid organisms. Finally, the predicted models
will be evaluated to determine whether or not they support the transcription factory hypothesis of genome
structure formation.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
The unique spatial organization of the genome seen under different cellular conditions is hypothesized
to be a crucial mechanism driving various nuclear functions. Currently, it has been extremely difficult to
comprehensively investigate this relationship due to the lack of high-resolution and high-throughput tech-
niques for identifying the 3D genomic architecture. The recent development of the biological technique Hi-C
has made it possible to detect the complete set of interactions occurring within (intra-interactions) and be-
tween (inter-interactions) chromosomes in the nucleus. While a handful of computational methods have been
developed that utilize the results from Hi-C to predict a crude 3D structure of the genome, the existing
methods cannot be easily extended to incorporate additional types of genomic datasets and information that
might impact the overall 3D structure. Additionally, none of the existing methods utilize a constraint logic
programming approach to predict the 3D genomic structure. One of the main objectives of this thesis was
to determine an effective way of solving the constraint satisfaction problem of the 3D genome reconstruction
problem. The developed programs were used to predict a 3D logical model of the yeast genome and the
results were visualized using Cytoscape. The predicted yeast model was biologically verified through litera-
ture search to ensure the developed CLP prediction programs were able to recapitulate key features of the
yeast genome. Overall, the developed computational workflow was an effective method for predicting the
3D structure of the yeast genome from Hi-C data in a reasonable amount of time. This thesis presented a
way around the computational complexity problems encountered by using a minimal N -Queens knowledge
representation with a “divide and conquer” approach. Additionally, the solution strategy developed here
lends itself to additional speed improvements due to the potential for running the defined subproblems in
parallel. Furthermore, a novel distance metric was defined (the D coefficient) which allowed a level of posi-
tional uncertainty to be encoded into the genomic model for the first time. The CLP programs developed
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in this thesis will be utilized as a computational framework and extended in my subsequent Ph.D. research
to allow for the incorporation of additional genomic datasets in the prediction and visualization of the 3D
genome. Overall, the method developed here will be a step towards a better understanding of how the 3D
structure of the genome impacts various nuclear functions.
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Appendix A
CLP Knowledge Representations of the Three-Dimensional
Genome Reconstruction Problem
A.1 Overview of the Initial CLP Knowledge Representation
Program A.1 A Subset of the Initial CLP Program with a Complete N-Queens Knowledge Representation
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
2 %% Load the relevant libraries
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
4 :- lib(ic).
:- lib(branch_and_bound ).
6 :- import atleast /3 from ic_global.
:- import sumlist /2 from ic_global.
8
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
10 %% The clause that should be called within
%% eclipse to determine the interactions that
12 %% are most likely occurring
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
14 solve(GenomeName) :-
%% load the frequency values for a specific
16 %% genome
genome(GenomeName , Freqs),
18
%% select the interactions that maximize the
20 %% sum of the selected frequencies
maximize(Freqs).
22
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
24 %% A clause that will select the maximum sub -
%% set of frequencies which satisfy the constraints
26 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
maximize(Freqs) :-
28 %% get the size of the frequency matrix
dim(Freqs , [N,N]),
30
%% define the variables to represent a
32 %% complete N-Queens board (NxN)
%% generated by the perl programs
34 %% note: these are 2D "arrays"
Rows = [
36 [V1_1 , V1_2 , V1_3 , V1_4 , V1_5],
[V2_1 , V2_2 , V2_3 , V2_4 , V2_5],
38 [V3_1 , V3_2 , V3_3 , V3_4 , V3_5],
[V4_1 , V4_2 , V4_3 , V4_4 , V4_5],
40 [V5_1 , V5_2 , V5_3 , V5_4 , V5_5]
],
42
Cols = [
44 [V1_1 , V2_1 , V3_1 , V4_1 , V5_1],
[V1_2 , V2_2 , V3_2 , V4_2 , V5_2],
46 [V1_3 , V2_3 , V3_3 , V4_3 , V5_3],
[V1_4 , V2_4 , V3_4 , V4_4 , V5_4],
48 [V1_5 , V2_5 , V3_5 , V4_5 , V5_5]
],
50
%% a list of all the solution variables
52 SlnVars = [
V1_1 , V1_2 , V1_3 , V1_4 , V1_5 ,
54 V2_1 , V2_2 , V2_3 , V2_4 , V2_5 ,
V3_1 , V3_2 , V3_3 , V3_4 , V3_5 ,
56 V4_1 , V4_2 , V4_3 , V4_4 , V4_5 ,
V5_1 , V5_2 , V5_3 , V5_4 , V5_5
58 ],
60 %% define the variable domains , based on
%% the frequency matrix
59
62 ( for(I,1,N), param(Freqs ,N,Rows) do
( for(J,1,N), param(Freqs ,I,Rows) do
64 Rows[I,J] :: [0, Freqs[I,J]]
)
66 ),
68 %% apply constraints
%% in this case , for each row and column
70 %% only 1 variable can have a non -zero
%% frequency value
72 Num is N-1,
( for(I,1,N), param(Rows ,Cols ,N,Num) do
74 atleast(Num , Rows[I, 1..N], 0),
atleast(Num , Cols[I,1..N], 0)
76 ),
78 %% search the solution space for the optimal
%% solution
80 Cost is -sum(SlnVars),
minimize(search(SlnVars , 0, smallest , indomain , complete , []), Cost),
82
%% display the results
84 printInteractions(Rows).
86 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% prints all the selected interactions
88 %% based on the input variable Rows
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
90 printInteractions(Rows) :-
%% get the dimensions of the frequency matrix
92 dim(Rows , [N,N]),
94 %% get the labels for the S. pombe bins
spombeBins(BinNames),
96
%% print out the value of each row and column
98 ( for(I,1,N), param(Rows ,BinNames ,N) do
( for(J,1,N), param(Rows ,BinNames ,I) do
100 X is BinNames[I],
Y is BinNames[J],
102 Z is Rows[I,J],
104 %% if the value is zero: write an empty
%% string
106 ( Z #= 0 -> write("");
%% else display the interaction
108 printf(" %s interacts %s\n", [X, Y]) )
), nl
110 ), nl.
112 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% DATASET SPECIFIC INFORMATION - generated by
114 %% the perl programs
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
116
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
118 %% bin labels for: S. pombe
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
120 spombeBins ([ bin1000000 , bin1000001 , bin1000002 ,
bin1000003 , bin1000004 , bin1000005 ]).
122
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
124 %% representation of a subset of the
%% whole -genome contact map for the S. pombe
126 %% 999a genome (GSM1379427) only the upper
%% triangle is explicitly defined since the
128 %% matrix is symmetrical along the diagonal
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
130 genome(1, [
[4748, 4100, 3383, 2104, 1979] ,
132 [_, 5872, 4293, 2330, 2039],
[_, _, 5378, 2352, 2275] ,
134 [_, _, _, 3202, 2814],
[_, _, _, _, 4121],
136 ].
60
A.2 Overview of the Minimal CLP Knowledge Representation
Program A.2 A Subset of the Initial CLP Program with a Minimal N-Queens Knowledge Representation
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
2 %% Load the relevant libraries
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
4 :- lib(gfd).
:- import minimize /2 from branch_and_bound.
6
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
8 %% Based on the alldifferent /1 global constraint -
%% ensures each variable is pairwise different
10 %% from each other or has a value of zero
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
12 alldifferent_except(Vars) :-
% get the length of the input list
14 length(Vars , N),
16 % loop through all pairs of elements to check
% if they are different
18 ( for(I,1,N), param(Vars , N) do
( for(J, I, N), param(Vars , I) do
20
element(I, Vars , X),
22 element(J, Vars , Y),
24 % if it isn’t the same element , or an element
% with a 0 value
26 (I #\= J) ->
% constrain to be pairwise different or have
28 % one (or both) equal zero
X #\= Y or (X #= 0 or Y #= 0)
30 ;
true
32 )
).
34
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
36 %% The clause that the user should invoke
%% to get the program to run. This clause will
38 %% determine the interactions that
%% are most likely occurring by selecting the maximum
40 %% subset of frequencies that satisfy the constraints
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
42 maximize(Rows , Freqs) :-
%% define N variables to represent a
44 %% complete N-Queens board (NxN)
Rows = [Row1 , Row2 , Row3 , Row4 , Row5],
46
Freqs = [Freq1 , Freq2 , Freq3 , Freq4 , Freq5],
48
%% define the row domains
50 Row1 :: [0..1] ,
Row2 :: [0..2] ,
52 Row3 :: [0..3] ,
Row4 :: [0..4] ,
54 Row5 :: [0..5] ,
56 %% define the variable domains , based on
%% the frequency matrix
58 Freq1 :: [0],
Freq2 :: [0],
60 Freq3 :: [0, 47],
Freq4 :: [0, 41, 58],
62 Freq5 :: [0, 33, 42, 53],
64 %% apply constraints to the data to ensure
%% they are valid 2-tuple pairs based on the
66 %% biological data. note: (0,0) is when we
%% choose to not select anything for that
68 %% column row pair
70 % Column1 Constraints
((Row1 #= 0) and (Freq1 #= 0)) or
72 ((Row1 #= 1) and (Freq1 #= 0)),
74 % Column2 Constraints
((Row2 #= 0) and (Freq2 #= 0)) or
61
76 ((Row2 #= 1) and (Freq2 #= 0)) or
((Row2 #= 2) and (Freq2 #= 0)),
78
% Column3 Constraints
80 ((Row3 #= 0) and (Freq3 #= 0)) or
((Row3 #= 1) and (Freq3 #= 0)) or
82 ((Row3 #= 2) and (Freq3 #= 47)) or
((Row3 #= 3) and (Freq3 #= 0)),
84
% Column4 Constraints
86 ((Row4 #= 0) and (Freq4 #= 0)) or
((Row4 #= 1) and (Freq4 #= 47)) or
88 ((Row4 #= 2) and (Freq4 #= 58)) or
((Row4 #= 3) and (Freq4 #= 0)) or
90 ((Row4 #= 4) and (Freq4 #= 0)),
92 % Column5 Constraints
((Row5 #= 0) and (Freq5 #= 0)) or
94 ((Row5 #= 1) and (Freq5 #= 33)) or
((Row5 #= 2) and (Freq5 #= 42)) or
96 ((Row5 #= 3) and (Freq5 #= 0)) or
((Row5 #= 4) and (Freq5 #= 0)) or
98 ((Row5 #= 5) and (Freq5 #= 53)),
100 %% additional constraints
%% all row domains should be different (or zero)
102 %% since we only want 1 region to make 1 interaction
%% with another region
104 alldifferent_except(Rows),
106 %% search the solution space for the optimal
%% solution
108 Cost #= -sum(Freqs),
minimize(search(Freqs , 0, input_order , indomain_max , complete , []), Cost).
A.3 Overview of the CLP knowledge Representation for a Intra-
Interaction Subproblem
Program A.3 A Subset of the Refined CLP Program with a Minimal N-Queens Knowledge Representation
for Detecting Intra-Interactions for a Subset of Chromosome 1.
1 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Load the relevant libraries
3 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
:- lib(gfd).
5 :- import minimize /2 from branch_and_bound.
7 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Based on the alldifferent /1 global constraint -
9 %% ensures each variable is pairwise different
%% from each other or has a value of zero
11 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
alldifferent_except(Vars) :-
13 % get the length of the input list
length(Vars , N),
15
% loop through all pairs of elements to check
17 % if they are different
( for(I,1,N), param(Vars , N) do
19 ( for(J, I, N), param(Vars , I) do
21 element(I, Vars , X),
element(J, Vars , Y),
23
% if it isn’t the same element , or an element
25 % with a 0 value
(I #\= J) ->
27 % constrain to be pairwise different or have
% one (or both) equal zero
29 X #\= Y or (X #= 0 or Y #= 0)
;
31 true
)
33 ).
62
35 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% The clause that the user should invoke
37 %% to get the program to run. This clause will
%% determine the interactions that
39 %% are most likely occurring by selecting the maximum
%% subset of frequencies that satisfy the constraints
41 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
maximize(RowFile , FreqFile , Non_Zero_Rows) :-
43
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
45 %% Define
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
47
%% specify the Rows for the intra -interaction submatricies
49 Non_Zero_Rows = [Chr1_Row8 , Chr1_Row9 , Chr1_Row10 ,
Chr1_Row11 , Chr1_Row12 , Chr1_Row13],
51
%% specify the Frequency for the intra -interaction submatricies
53 Freqs = [Chr1_Freq8 , Chr1_Freq9 , Chr1_Freq10 ,
Chr1_Freq11 , Chr1_Freq12 , Chr1_Freq13],
55
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
57 %% Representation of the Genome
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
59
%% define the Row domains for the intra -interations
61 Chr1_Row8 :: [0, 6],
Chr1_Row9 :: [0, 6, 7],
63 Chr1_Row10 :: [0, 6, 7, 8],
Chr1_Row11 :: [0, 6, 7, 8, 9],
65 Chr1_Row12 :: [0, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10],
Chr1_Row13 :: [0, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11],
67
69 %% define the Freq domains for the intra -interations
%% this is based on the Hi-C interaction matrix
71 Chr1_Freq8 :: [0, 47],
Chr1_Freq9 :: [0, 41, 58],
73 Chr1_Freq10 :: [0, 33, 42, 53],
Chr1_Freq11 :: [0, 21, 23, 32],
75 Chr1_Freq12 :: [0, 19, 20, 22, 28, 41],
Chr1_Freq13 :: [0, 19, 21, 24, 30, 37, 40],
77
%% apply constraints to the data to ensure they are
79 %% valid 2-tuple pairs based on the biological data.
%% note: (0,0) is when we choose to not select
81 %% anything for that Column -row pair
%% Column 8 Constraints
83 (( Chr1_Row8 #= 6) and (Chr1_Freq8 #= 47)) or
(( Chr1_Row8 #= 0) and (Chr1_Freq8 #= 0)),
85
%% Column 9 Constraints
87 (( Chr1_Row9 #= 6) and (Chr1_Freq9 #= 41)) or
(( Chr1_Row9 #= 7) and (Chr1_Freq9 #= 58)) or
89 (( Chr1_Row9 #= 0) and (Chr1_Freq9 #= 0)),
91 %% Column 10 Constraints
(( Chr1_Row10 #= 6) and (Chr1_Freq10 #= 33)) or
93 (( Chr1_Row10 #= 7) and (Chr1_Freq10 #= 42)) or
(( Chr1_Row10 #= 8) and (Chr1_Freq10 #= 53)) or
95 (( Chr1_Row10 #= 0) and (Chr1_Freq10 #= 0)),
97 %% Column 11 Constraints
(( Chr1_Row11 #= 6) and (Chr1_Freq11 #= 21)) or
99 (( Chr1_Row11 #= 7) and (Chr1_Freq11 #= 23)) or
(( Chr1_Row11 #= 8) and (Chr1_Freq11 #= 23)) or
101 (( Chr1_Row11 #= 9) and (Chr1_Freq11 #= 32)) or
(( Chr1_Row11 #= 0) and (Chr1_Freq11 #= 0)),
103
%% Column 12 Constraints
105 (( Chr1_Row12 #= 10) and (Chr1_Freq12 #= 41)) or
(( Chr1_Row12 #= 6) and (Chr1_Freq12 #= 19)) or
107 (( Chr1_Row12 #= 7) and (Chr1_Freq12 #= 20)) or
(( Chr1_Row12 #= 8) and (Chr1_Freq12 #= 22)) or
109 (( Chr1_Row12 #= 9) and (Chr1_Freq12 #= 28)) or
(( Chr1_Row12 #= 0) and (Chr1_Freq12 #= 0)),
111
%% Column 13 Constraints
113 (( Chr1_Row13 #= 10) and (Chr1_Freq13 #= 37)) or
(( Chr1_Row13 #= 11) and (Chr1_Freq13 #= 40)) or
63
115 (( Chr1_Row13 #= 6) and (Chr1_Freq13 #= 19)) or
(( Chr1_Row13 #= 7) and (Chr1_Freq13 #= 21)) or
117 (( Chr1_Row13 #= 8) and (Chr1_Freq13 #= 24)) or
(( Chr1_Row13 #= 9) and (Chr1_Freq13 #= 30)) or
119 (( Chr1_Row13 #= 0) and (Chr1_Freq13 #= 0)),
121 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Additional Constraints
123 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
125 %% all the Output values will be different -
%% want them to correspond to which Row
127 %% for each has a non -zero value , multiple zeros are allowed
alldifferent_except(Non_Zero_Rows),
129 atmost (543, Non_Zero_Rows , 0),
131 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Optimize
133 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
135 % heuristics could be improved to make it faster
%% maximize the interaction frequency from the tuple
137 Cost #= -sum(Freqs),
minimize(search(Freqs , 0, input_order , indomain_max , complete , [])
139 , Cost),
141 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Output the results
143 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% PRINT THE FREQUENCIES
145 open(FreqFile , ’write ’, FREQ_OUT),
%%list the frequencies
147 (foreach(X,Freqs),
param(FREQ_OUT) do
149 get_domain_as_list(X, DomList),
(foreach(Y,DomList),
151 param(FREQ_OUT) do
write(FREQ_OUT , Y),
153 write(FREQ_OUT , ’ ’)
),
155 write(FREQ_OUT , "\n")
),
157 close(FREQ_OUT),
159 %% PRINT THE ROWS
%% list the potential rows
161 open(RowFile , ’write’, ROW_OUT),
(foreach(X,Non_Zero_Rows),
163 param(ROW_OUT) do
get_domain_as_list(X, DomList),
165 (foreach(Y,DomList),
param(ROW_OUT) do
167 write(ROW_OUT , Y),
write(ROW_OUT , ’ ’)
169 ),
write(ROW_OUT , "\n")
171 ),
close(ROW_OUT ).
A.4 Overview of the CLP knowledge Representation for a Inter-
Interaction Subproblem
Program A.4 A Subset of the Refined CLP Program with a Minimal N-Queens Knowledge Representation
for Detecting Inter-Interactions Between Chromosome 1 and Chromosome 2.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
2 %% Load the relevant libraries
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
4 :- lib(gfd).
6 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Based on the alldifferent /1 global constraint -
8 %% ensures each variable is pairwise different
%% from each other or has a value of zero
64
10 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
alldifferent_except(Vars) :-
12 % get the length of the input list
length(Vars , N),
14
% loop through all pairs of elements to check
16 % if they are different
( for(I,1,N), param(Vars , N) do
18 ( for(J, I, N), param(Vars , I) do
20 element(I, Vars , X),
element(J, Vars , Y),
22
% if it isn’t the same element , or an element
24 % with a 0 value
(I #\= J) ->
26 % constrain to be pairwise different or have
% one (or both) equal zero
28 X #\= Y or (X #= 0 or Y #= 0)
;
30 true
)
32 ).
34 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% The clause that the user should invoke
36 %% to get the program to run. This clause will
%% determine the interactions that
38 %% are most likely occurring by selecting the maximum
%% subset of frequencies that satisfy the constraints
40 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
maximize(RowFile , FreqFile , Non_Zero_Rows) :-
42
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
44 %% Define
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
46
%% specify the Rows for the inter -interaction submatricies
48 Non_Zero_Rows = [Chr1_Chr2_Row562 , Chr1_Chr2_Row563 ,
Chr1_Chr2_Row564 , Chr1_Chr2_Row565 , Chr1_Chr2_Row566],
50
%% specify the Frequency for the inter -interaction submatricies
52 Freqs = [Chr1_Chr2_Freq562 , Chr1_Chr2_Freq563 ,
Chr1_Chr2_Freq564 , Chr1_Chr2_Freq565 , Chr1_Chr2_Freq566],
54
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
56 %% Representation of the Genome
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
58
%% define the Row domains for the inter -interations
60 %% these should be 0..N where N is the number of columns in the submatrix
%% chromosome1 - chromosome 2
62 Chr1_Chr2_Row562 :: [0, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 462,
545, 546, 547, 548, 549, 550, 551, 552, 553,
64 554, 555, 556, 557],
Chr1_Chr2_Row563 :: [0, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 543,
66 544, 545, 546, 547, 548, 549, 550, 551, 552,
553, 554, 555, 556, 557],
68 Chr1_Chr2_Row564 :: [0, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,
544, 545, 546, 547, 548, 549, 550, 551, 552,
70 553, 554, 555, 556, 557],
Chr1_Chr2_Row565 :: [0, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,
72 544, 545, 546, 547, 548, 549, 550, 551, 552,
553, 554, 555, 556, 557],
74 Chr1_Chr2_Row566 :: [0, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,
545, 546, 547, 548, 549, 550, 551, 552, 553,
76 554, 555, 556, 557],
78 %% define the Freq domains for the inter -interations
%% this is based on the Hi-C interaction matrix
80 Chr1_Chr2_Freq562 :: [0, 3, 4, 6, 5, 1, 2],
Chr1_Chr2_Freq563 :: [0, 4, 5, 6, 3, 1, 2],
82 Chr1_Chr2_Freq564 :: [0, 4, 5, 2, 1, 3],
Chr1_Chr2_Freq565 :: [0, 4, 6, 5, 1, 2, 3],
84 Chr1_Chr2_Freq566 :: [0, 3, 4, 5, 1, 2],
86 %% apply constraints to the data to ensure they are
%% valid 2-tuple pairs based on the
88 %% biological data. note: (0,0) is when we choose
%% to not select anything for that
90 %% Column row pair
65
92 %% Column562 Constraints
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row562 #= 10) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq562 #= 3)) or
94 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row562 #= 11) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq562 #= 1)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row562 #= 12) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq562 #= 1)) or
96 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row562 #= 13) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq562 #= 1)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row562 #= 14) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq562 #= 1)) or
98 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row562 #= 15) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq562 #= 1)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row562 #= 462) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq562 #= 3)) or
100 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row562 #= 545) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq562 #= 1)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row562 #= 546) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq562 #= 1)) or
102 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row562 #= 547) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq562 #= 1)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row562 #= 548) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq562 #= 2)) or
104 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row562 #= 549) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq562 #= 2)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row562 #= 550) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq562 #= 3)) or
106 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row562 #= 551) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq562 #= 4)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row562 #= 552) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq562 #= 5)) or
108 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row562 #= 553) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq562 #= 6)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row562 #= 554) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq562 #= 5)) or
110 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row562 #= 555) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq562 #= 3)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row562 #= 556) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq562 #= 4)) or
112 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row562 #= 557) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq562 #= 4)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row562 #= 6) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq562 #= 3)) or
114 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row562 #= 7) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq562 #= 4)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row562 #= 8) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq562 #= 6)) or
116 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row562 #= 9) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq562 #= 5)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Freq562 #= 0) and (Chr1_Chr2_Row562 #= 0)),
118
%% Column563 Constraints
120 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row563 #= 10) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq563 #= 3)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row563 #= 11) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq563 #= 1)) or
122 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row563 #= 12) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq563 #= 1)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row563 #= 13) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq563 #= 1)) or
124 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row563 #= 14) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq563 #= 1)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row563 #= 15) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq563 #= 1)) or
126 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row563 #= 543) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq563 #= 1)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row563 #= 544) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq563 #= 1)) or
128 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row563 #= 545) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq563 #= 1)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row563 #= 546) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq563 #= 1)) or
130 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row563 #= 547) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq563 #= 1)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row563 #= 548) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq563 #= 2)) or
132 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row563 #= 549) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq563 #= 2)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row563 #= 550) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq563 #= 3)) or
134 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row563 #= 551) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq563 #= 5)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row563 #= 552) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq563 #= 5)) or
136 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row563 #= 553) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq563 #= 6)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row563 #= 554) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq563 #= 5)) or
138 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row563 #= 555) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq563 #= 4)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row563 #= 556) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq563 #= 4)) or
140 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row563 #= 557) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq563 #= 3)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row563 #= 6) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq563 #= 4)) or
142 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row563 #= 7) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq563 #= 5)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row563 #= 8) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq563 #= 6)) or
144 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row563 #= 9) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq563 #= 6)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Freq563 #= 0) and (Chr1_Chr2_Row563 #= 0)),
146
%% Column564 Constraints
148 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row564 #= 10) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq564 #= 4)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row564 #= 11) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq564 #= 2)) or
150 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row564 #= 12) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq564 #= 2)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row564 #= 13) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq564 #= 1)) or
152 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row564 #= 14) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq564 #= 1)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row564 #= 15) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq564 #= 1)) or
154 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row564 #= 16) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq564 #= 1)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row564 #= 544) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq564 #= 1)) or
156 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row564 #= 545) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq564 #= 1)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row564 #= 546) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq564 #= 1)) or
158 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row564 #= 547) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq564 #= 2)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row564 #= 548) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq564 #= 2)) or
160 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row564 #= 549) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq564 #= 2)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row564 #= 550) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq564 #= 3)) or
162 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row564 #= 551) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq564 #= 4)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row564 #= 552) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq564 #= 4)) or
164 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row564 #= 553) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq564 #= 4)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row564 #= 554) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq564 #= 3)) or
166 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row564 #= 555) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq564 #= 3)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row564 #= 556) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq564 #= 2)) or
168 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row564 #= 557) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq564 #= 3)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row564 #= 6) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq564 #= 4)) or
170 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row564 #= 7) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq564 #= 4)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row564 #= 8) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq564 #= 5)) or
66
172 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row564 #= 9) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq564 #= 4)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Freq564 #= 0) and (Chr1_Chr2_Row564 #= 0)),
174
%% Column565 Constraints
176 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row565 #= 10) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq565 #= 4)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row565 #= 11) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq565 #= 1)) or
178 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row565 #= 12) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq565 #= 1)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row565 #= 13) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq565 #= 1)) or
180 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row565 #= 14) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq565 #= 1)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row565 #= 15) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq565 #= 1)) or
182 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row565 #= 16) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq565 #= 1)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row565 #= 544) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq565 #= 1)) or
184 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row565 #= 545) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq565 #= 1)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row565 #= 546) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq565 #= 1)) or
186 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row565 #= 547) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq565 #= 2)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row565 #= 548) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq565 #= 2)) or
188 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row565 #= 549) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq565 #= 2)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row565 #= 550) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq565 #= 3)) or
190 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row565 #= 551) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq565 #= 5)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row565 #= 552) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq565 #= 5)) or
192 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row565 #= 553) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq565 #= 4)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row565 #= 554) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq565 #= 4)) or
194 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row565 #= 555) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq565 #= 3)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row565 #= 556) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq565 #= 3)) or
196 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row565 #= 557) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq565 #= 2)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row565 #= 6) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq565 #= 4)) or
198 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row565 #= 7) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq565 #= 4)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row565 #= 8) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq565 #= 6)) or
200 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row565 #= 9) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq565 #= 5)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Freq565 #= 0) and (Chr1_Chr2_Row565 #= 0)),
202
%% Column556 Constraints
204 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row566 #= 10) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq566 #= 3)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row566 #= 11) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq566 #= 1)) or
206 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row566 #= 12) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq566 #= 1)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row566 #= 13) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq566 #= 1)) or
208 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row566 #= 14) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq566 #= 1)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row566 #= 15) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq566 #= 1)) or
210 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row566 #= 16) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq566 #= 1)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row566 #= 545) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq566 #= 1)) or
212 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row566 #= 546) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq566 #= 1)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row566 #= 547) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq566 #= 1)) or
214 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row566 #= 548) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq566 #= 2)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row566 #= 549) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq566 #= 2)) or
216 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row566 #= 550) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq566 #= 3)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row566 #= 551) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq566 #= 4)) or
218 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row566 #= 552) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq566 #= 4)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row566 #= 553) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq566 #= 4)) or
220 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row566 #= 554) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq566 #= 3)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row566 #= 555) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq566 #= 2)) or
222 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row566 #= 556) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq566 #= 2)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row566 #= 557) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq566 #= 2)) or
224 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row566 #= 6) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq566 #= 3)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row566 #= 7) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq566 #= 4)) or
226 (( Chr1_Chr2_Row566 #= 8) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq566 #= 5)) or
(( Chr1_Chr2_Row566 #= 9) and (Chr1_Chr2_Freq566 #= 5)) or
228 (( Chr1_Chr2_Freq566 #= 0) and (Chr1_Chr2_Row566 #= 0)),
230 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Additional Constraints
232 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
234 %% all the Output values will be different - want them to correspond
%% to which Row for each has a non -zero value , multiple zeros
236 %% are allowed
alldifferent_except(Non_Zero_Rows),
238 atmost (49, Non_Zero_Rows , 0),
240 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Optimize
242 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% maximize the interaction frequency from the tuple
244 Cost #= -sum(Freqs),
minimize(search(Freqs , 0, input_order , indomain_max , complete , [])
246 , Cost),
248 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Output the results
250 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% OUTPUT THE FREQUENCY VALUES
252 open(FreqFile , ’write ’, FREQ_OUT),
67
%%list the frequencies
254 (foreach(X,Freqs),
param(FREQ_OUT) do
256 get_domain_as_list(X, DomList),
%% for each value in the domain of
258 %% X: print it out
(foreach(Y,DomList),
260 param(FREQ_OUT) do
write(FREQ_OUT , Y),
262 write(FREQ_OUT , ’ ’)
),
264 write(FREQ_OUT , "\n")
),
266 close(FREQ_OUT),
268 %% OUTPUT THE ROW VALUES
open(RowFile , ’write’, ROW_OUT),
270 (foreach(X,Non_Zero_Rows),
param(ROW_OUT) do
272 get_domain_as_list(X, DomList),
%% for each value in the domain of
274 %% X: print it out
(foreach(Y,DomList),
276 param(ROW_OUT) do
write(ROW_OUT , Y),
278 write(ROW_OUT , ’ ’)
),
280 write(ROW_OUT , "\n")
),
282 close(ROW_OUT ).
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Appendix B
Perl Programs for the Automation of Portions of
the Original CLP Program
B.1 compression of rows.pl
#!/usr/bin/perl
2 ## generates the CLP representation of the interaction frequencies
## argument 1: corrected HiC matrix file
4 ## argument 2: the number of bins you want to condense together
## Kimberly MacKay April 21, 2015
6
use strict;
8 use warnings;
10 ## check to ensure two arguments was passed in
die "ERROR: must pass in two argumnets." if @ARGV != 2;
12
my $HiC_file = $ARGV [0];
14 my $combine_num = $ARGV [1];
16 ## open the files
open HIC , "$HiC_file" or die "ERROR: $HiC_file could not be opened.";
18 chomp(my @matrix = <HIC >);
close HIC;
20
my @adjusted_line_chr1;
22 my @adjusted_line_chr2;
my @adjusted_line_chr3;
24
##print "genome(1, [](\n";
26
##for each line in the matrix
28 for(my $i = 1; $i <= $# matrix; $i++)
{
30 my @line = split /\t/, $matrix[$i];
32 ##for each other column , check to see if it is a NA (a non -interaction)
for(my $j = 1; $j <= $#line; $j++)
34 {
## adjust the values and re-store it in the line
36 ## if it is in chr 1
if($j < 559)
38 {
## if it corresponds to the interaction between the same bin
40 if($j == $i)
{
42 $adjusted_line_chr1[$j] = 0;
}
44 ## get rid of half the matrix (it is symmerical)
elsif($j < $i)
46 {
$adjusted_line_chr1[$j] = 0;
48 }
elsif(( $line[$j] =~ /^NA$/) || ($line[$j] =~ /^0$/) )
50 {
$adjusted_line_chr1[$j] = 0;
52 }
## adjust the interaction value so it can be minimized with
54 ## interval constraints
else
56 {
my $temp = $line[$j] * -1000000000;
58 $adjusted_line_chr1[$j] = $temp;
}
60 }
## if it is in chr 2
62 elsif($j < 1013)
{
64 ## if it corresponds to the interaction between the same bin
69
if($j == $i)
66 {
$adjusted_line_chr2[$j] = 0;
68 }
## get rid of half the matrix (it is symmerical)
70 elsif($j < $i)
{
72 $adjusted_line_chr2[$j] = 0;
}
74 elsif(( $line[$j] =~ /^NA$/) || ($line[$j] =~ /^0$/) )
{
76 $adjusted_line_chr2[$j] = 0;
}
78 ## adjust the interaction value so it can be minimized with
## interval constraints
80 else
{
82 my $temp = $line[$j] * -1000000000;
$adjusted_line_chr2[$j] = $temp;
84 }
}
86 ## if it is in chr 3
elsif($j < 1259)
88 {
## if it corresponds to the interaction between the same bin
90 if($j == $i)
{
92 $adjusted_line_chr3[$j] = 0;
}
94 ## get rid of half the matrix (it is symmerical)
elsif($j < $i)
96 {
$adjusted_line_chr3[$j] = 0;
98 }
elsif(( $line[$j] =~ /^NA$/) || ($line[$j] =~ /^0$/) )
100 {
$adjusted_line_chr3[$j] = 0;
102 }
## adjust the interaction value so it can be minimized with
104 ## interval constraints
else
106 {
my $temp = $line[$j] * -1000000000;
108 $adjusted_line_chr3[$j] = $temp;
}
110 }
}
112
## loop through each of the chromosome arrays and print out the
114 ## average of the N adjacent elements
for(my $k = 1; $k <= $# adjusted_line_chr1; $k = $k + $combine_num)
116 {
my $avg = 0;
118 my $count = 0;
for(my $l = 0;
120 $l < $combine_num && defined($adjusted_line_chr1[$k+$l]);
$l++)
122 {
$avg = $avg + $adjusted_line_chr1[$k+$l];
124 $count ++;
}
126 $avg = $avg/$count;
128 print "$avg\t";
}
130
for(my $k = 559; $k <= $# adjusted_line_chr2; $k = $k + $combine_num)
132 {
my $avg = 0;
134 my $count = 0;
for(my $l = 0;
136 $l < $combine_num && defined($adjusted_line_chr2[$k+$l]);
$l++)
138 {
$avg = $avg + $adjusted_line_chr2[$k+$l];
140 $count ++;
}
142 $avg = $avg/$count;
144 print "$avg\t";
}
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146
for(my $k = 1013; $k <= $# adjusted_line_chr3; $k = $k + $combine_num)
148 {
my $avg = 0;
150 my $count = 0;
for(my $l = 0;
152 $l < $combine_num && defined($adjusted_line_chr3[$k+$l]);
$l++)
154 {
$avg = $avg + $adjusted_line_chr3[$k+$l];
156 $count ++;
}
158 $avg = $avg/$count;
160 print "$avg\t";
}
162 print "\n";
}
B.2 compression of columns.pl
1 #!/usr/bin/perl
## generates the CLP representation of the interaction frequencies
3 ## argument 1: corrected HiC matrix file
## argument 2: the number of bins you want to condense together
5 ## Kimberly MacKay April 21, 2015
7 use strict;
use warnings;
9
## check to ensure two arguments was passed in
11 die "ERROR: must pass in two argumnets." if @ARGV != 2;
13 my $HiC_file = $ARGV [0];
my $combine_num = $ARGV [1];
15
## open the files
17 open HIC , "$HiC_file" or die "ERROR: $HiC_file could not be opened.";
chomp(my @matrix = <HIC >);
19 close HIC;
21 my @adjusted_line_chr1;
my $avg = 0;
23 my $count = 0;
my @line = split /\t/, $matrix [1];
25
print "genome(1, [](";
27
## for each line in the file
29 for(my $i = 1; $i <= $# matrix; $i=$i+$combine_num -1)
{
31 ## for each element in the line
for(my $l = 0; $l <= $#line; $l++)
33 {
$avg = 0;
35 $count = 0;
37 ## average 35 of the elements
for(my $j = $i; $j < $i + $combine_num ; $j++)
39 {
if(defined($matrix[$j]))
41 {
my @line1 = split /\t/, $matrix[$j];
43 $avg = $avg + $line1[$l];
$count ++;
45 }
}
47
$avg = $avg/$count;
49 $adjusted_line_chr1[$l] = $avg;
51 }
## print out the new line
53 print "\n\t[](";
for(my $k = 0; $k <= $# adjusted_line_chr1; $k++)
55 {
if($k > 0 && $k <= $# adjusted_line_chr1)
71
57 {
print ", ";
59 }
61 printf("%d", $adjusted_line_chr1[$k]);
}
63 print "),";
}
65
print "\n)).";
B.3 generate bins.pl
1 #!/usr/bin/perl
## Will generate the CLP representation of all the genomic bins from the HiC Data
3 ## argument 1: corrected HiC matrix file downloaded from GEO
## argument 2: the number of bins you want to condense together
5 ## Kimberly MacKay April 22, 2015
7 use strict;
use warnings;
9
## check to ensuretwo arguments was passed in
11 die "ERROR: must pass in two argumnets." if @ARGV != 2;
13 ## grab the command line arguments
my $HiC_file = $ARGV [0];
15 my $combine_num = $ARGV [1];
17 ## open the file
open HIC , "$HiC_file" or die "ERROR: $HiC_file could not be opened.";
19 chomp(my @matrix = <HIC >);
close HIC;
21
my ($bin_name , $bin_chr , $bin_start , $bin_stop );
23
my @bins = split /\t/, $matrix [0];
25 my $num = 1;
my $combined_bin = "";
27 my $chr_prev = 1;
29 ## print out the beginning of the representation
print "spombeBins ([](";
31
## for each of the bins combined the appropriate number and then
33 ## print out the representation
for(my $i = 0; $i <= $#bins; $i++)
35 {
## check wether or not you have already accumulated
37 ## enough bins to condense them
if($num > $combine_num)
39 {
print "\"".$combined_bin."\", ";
41 $num = 1;
$combined_bin = "";
43 }
## extract the relavent bin information
45 if($bins[$i] =~ /(bin\d+)\|.*\| chr(\d+):(\d+)-(\d+)/)
{
47 $bin_name = $1;
$bin_chr = $2;
49 $bin_start = $3;
$bin_stop = $4;
51 }
## check to make sure subsequent bins you want to condense
53 ## together are on the same chromosome
if($bin_chr == $chr_prev)
55 {
if($num > 1)
57 {
$combined_bin = $combined_bin ."_". $bin_name;
59 }
else
61 {
$combined_bin = $bin_name;
63 }
$num ++;
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65 }
## if the subsequent bins are not on the same chromosome
67 ## if there are other bins that are currently stored
## print out the other bins before accumulating bins on the new chromosome
69 elsif($num > 1)
{
71 print "\"".$combined_bin."\", ";
$num = 1;
73 print "\nspombeBins ([](";
$combined_bin = $bin_name;
75 $num ++;
}
77 ## if all the bins on the previous chromosome have already been printed out
## just continue on accumulating bins
79 elsif($num == 1)
{
81 $num = 1;
$combined_bin = $bin_name;
83 $num ++;
}
85 $chr_prev = $bin_chr;
}
87
## print the remainder of the representation
89 print "\"".$combined_bin."\"";
91
print ")).";
B.4 generate vars.pl
#!/usr/bin/perl
2 ## will generate the vars needed for the CLP eclispe program
## argument 1: the N or a N by N matrix
4 ## Kimberly MacKay April 25, 2015
6 use strict;
use warnings;
8
## check to ensure one argument was passed in
10 die "ERROR: must pass in one argumnet." if @ARGV != 1;
12 my $num = $ARGV [0];
14
print "Rows = [](\n";
16
for(my $i = 1; $i <= $num; $i++)
18 {
print "\t[](";
20 for(my $j = 1; $j <= $num; $j++)
{
22 if($j > 1)
{
24 print ", "
}
26 print "V".$i."_".$j;
}
28 print "),\n";
}
30
print "),\n";
32
print "Cols = [](\n";
34
for(my $i = 1; $i <= $num; $i++)
36 {
print "\t[](";
38 for(my $j = 1; $j <= $num; $j++)
{
40 if($j > 1)
{
42 print ", "
}
44 print "V".$j."_".$i;
}
46 print "),\n";
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}
48
print "),\n";
50
print "SlnVars = [](\n";
52
for(my $i = 1; $i <= $num; $i++)
54 {
print "\t";
56 for(my $j = 1; $j <= $num; $j++)
{
58 print "V".$i."_".$j.", ";
}
60 print "\n";
}
62
print "),\n";
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Appendix C
Perl Programs for the Automated Generation of the
Minimal, Non-Redundant CLP Program
C.1 generate minimal non redundant eclipse program intra.pl
1 #!/usr/bin/perl
## will generate the vars needed for the CLP eclispe program
3 ## argument 1: the size of the matrix
## argument 2: the interaction matrix
5 ## argument 3:the chromsome of interst
## argument 4: chr start
7 ## argument 5: chr stop
## argument 6: chr size
9
## Kimberly MacKay June 10, 2016
11
use strict;
13 use warnings;
use List:: MoreUtils ’uniq’;
15
## check to ensure five arguments was passed in
17 die "ERROR: must pass in six argumnets." if @ARGV != 6;
19 my $num_variables = $ARGV [0];
my $HiC_file = $ARGV [1];
21 my $chr = $ARGV [2];
my $chr_start = $ARGV [3];
23 my $chr_stop = $ARGV [4];
my $chr_size = $ARGV [5];
25
my $scale = 1000;
27
######################################################################
29 ## parse the interaction matrix
######################################################################
31
## open the interaction matrix file
33 open HIC , "$HiC_file" or die "ERROR: $HiC_file could not be opened.";
chomp(my @matrix_file = <HIC >);
35 close HIC;
37 my @frequencies;
39 ## for each line after the header line
for(my $row = 1; $row <= $# matrix_file; $row ++)
41 {
## split the line
43 my @matrix_line = split /\t/, $matrix_file[$row];
45 ## loop through the entire file to extract the frequencies
## note: we only have to extract one half of the matrix since it is symmetric
47 ## along the diagonal
for(my $col = 1; $col <= $row; $col ++)
49 {
## adjusts NA’s to 0’s
51 if($matrix_line[$col] =~ "NA")
{
53 $frequencies[$row][$col] = 0;
}
55 else
{
57 ## trying a smaller integer size to see if it improves speed
$frequencies[$row][$col] = int($matrix_line[$col]* $scale );
59 }
}
61 }
63 ## loop through the submatrix to determine the non -zero rows
my %non_zero;
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65 my @non_zero_row_index;
my %only_zero_rows;
67
for(my $row = $chr_start; $row <= $chr_stop; $row ++)
69 {
my $only_zero = 1;
71
for(my $col = $chr_start; $col <= $row; $col ++)
73 {
##check to see if it is non -zero
75 if($frequencies[$row][$col] != 0)
{
77 $only_zero = 0;
$non_zero{$row}{$col} = $col;
79 }
}
81
if($only_zero)
83 {
$only_zero_rows{$row} = $row;
85 }
}
87
@non_zero_row_index = (sort {$a <=> $b} keys %non_zero );
89
## print out the non -zero rows
91 my $out_filename = "../ chr".$chr."_non_zero_bins.txt";
open OUT , ’>’, "$out_filename" or die "ERROR: $out_filename could not be opened.";
93
for(my $i = 0; $i <= $# non_zero_row_index; $i++)
95 {
print OUT "$non_zero_row_index[$i]\n";
97 }
99 close OUT;
101 ######################################################################
## printing the program
103 ######################################################################
105 print ":- lib(gfd).\n\n";
#print "import minimize /2 from lib(branch_and_bound ).";
107
print "\t%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%\n";
109 print "%%   maximize the interactions that are occurring based on\n";
print "%%   resultant frequency table\n";
111 print "%%   Output is the output paramater which will store the list of cells\n";
print "%%   to keep for each Rowumn\n";
113 print "\t%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%\n\n";
115 print "maximize(File , Non_Zero_Rows) :-\n\n";
117 #############################################################################
## Print the variables based on N
119 #############################################################################
print "\t%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%\n";
121 print "\t%%    Define\n";
print "\t%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%\n\n";
123
125 ## print Row variables
print "\t%% specify the Rows for the intra -interaction submatricies";
127
print "\n\tNon_Zero_Rows = [";
129 for(my $i = 0; $i <= $# non_zero_row_index; $i++)
{
131 ## account for the last variable , it won’t have a comma
if($i == $# non_zero_row_index)
133 {
print "Chr".$chr."_Row".$non_zero_row_index[$i]."],";
135 }
else
137 {
print "Chr".$chr."_Row".$non_zero_row_index[$i].", ";
139 }
}
141
print "\n";
143
145
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## print frequency variables
147 print "\n\n\t%% specify the Frequency for the intra -interaction submatricies";
149 print "\n\tFreqs = [";
for(my $i = 0; $i <= $# non_zero_row_index; $i++)
151 {
## account for the last variable , it won’t have a comma
153 if($i == $# non_zero_row_index)
{
155 print "Chr".$chr."_Freq".$non_zero_row_index[$i]."],";
}
157 else
{
159 print "Chr".$chr."_Freq".$non_zero_row_index[$i].", ";
}
161 }
print "\n";
163
######################################################################
165 ## Print the genome representation
######################################################################
167
print "\t%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%\n";
169 print "\t%%    Representation of the Genome\n";
print "\t%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%\n\n";
171
## print Row domains
173 print "\t% define the Row domains for the intra -interations";
175 ## intra -interaction Row domains
177 print "\n\t% chromosome".$chr."\n";
for(my $i = 0; $i <= $# non_zero_row_index; $i++)
179 {
if($i == $# non_zero_row_index)
181 {
print "\tChr".$chr."_Row".$non_zero_row_index[$i].
183 " :: [0,".$chr_start."..".$non_zero_row_index[$i]."],\n";
}
185 else
{
187 print "\tChr".$chr."_Row".$non_zero_row_index[$i].
" :: [0,".$chr_start."..".$non_zero_row_index[$i]."],\n";
189 }
}
191
############################
193 ## print frequency domains
print "\n\n\t% define the Freq domains for the intra -interations\n";
195 print "\t% this is based on the Hi-C interaction matrix";
197 print "\n\t% chromosome".$chr."\n";
199 #my %values
201
for(my $i = 0; $i <= $# non_zero_row_index; $i++)
203 {
my @domain;
205 my @unique_values;
207 for(my $col = $chr_start; $col <= $non_zero_row_index[$i]; $col ++)
{
209
##check to see if it is non -zero
211 if($frequencies[$non_zero_row_index[$i]][ $col] != 0)
{
213 push @domain , $frequencies[$non_zero_row_index[$i]][ $col];
}
215 }
217 @unique_values = uniq @domain;
219 print "\tChr".$chr."_Freq".$non_zero_row_index[$i]." :: [0";
221 for(my $u = 0; $u <= $# unique_values; $u++)
{
223 print ", ".$unique_values[$u];
}
225 print "],\n";
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227 }
print "\n";
229
231
#############################
233 ## print Row constraints
print "\t% apply constraints to the data to ensure they".
235 " are valid 2-tuple pairs based on the \n";
print "\t% biological data. note: (0,0) is when we choose".
237 " to not select anything for that\n";
print "\t% Column row pair\n";
239
print "\n\t% INTRA -INTERACTIONS\n";
241
print "\n\t% chromosome".$chr."\n";
243
for(my $row = $chr_start; $row <= $chr_stop; $row ++)
245 {
## if non -zero values exist
247 if(defined $non_zero{$row})
{
249 print "\n\t% Column ".$row." Constraints\n";
251 ## first print the non -zero options
for my $nz_col (sort keys $non_zero{$row})
253 {
255 print "\t((Chr".$chr."_Row".$row." #= ".$nz_col.") and (Chr".
$chr."_Freq".$row." #= ".$frequencies[$row][ $nz_col ].")) or \n";
257 }
## print the "0" case
259 print "\t((Chr".$chr."_Row".$row." #= 0) and (Chr".$chr."_Freq"
.$row." #= 0)),\n";
261 }
}
263 print "\n";
265
267 ######################################################################
## Print the additional constraints
269 ######################################################################
271 print "\t%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%\n";
print "\t%%    Additional Constraints\n";
273 print "\t%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%\n\n";
275 print "\t% all the Output values will be different - want them to ".
"correspond to which row\n";
277 print "\t% for each has a non -zero value , multiple zeros are allowed\n";
279
print "\talldifferent(Non_Zero_Rows ),\n";
281 print "\tatmost(".($# non_zero_row_index -1).", Non_Zero_Rows , 0),\n";
print "\n";
283
285 ######################################################################
## Print the optimization
287 ######################################################################
289 print "\t%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%\n";
print "\t%%    Optimize\n";
291 print "\t%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%\n\n";
293 print "\t% heuristics could be improved to make it faster\n";
print "\t%%  maximize the interaction frequency from the tuple\n";
295 print "\tCost #= -sum(Freqs),\n";
#print "\ tminimize (\n";
297 print "\t\tsearch(Freqs , 0, input_order , indomain_max , bb_min(Cost), []),\n";
#print "\t\tCost\n";
299 #print "\t).\n";
301 ######################################################################
## Output the results
303 ######################################################################
305 print "\t%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%\n";
print "\t%%    Output the results\n";
307 print "\t%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%\n\n";
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309 print "\topen(File , ’write ’, OUT),\n";
print "\t(foreach(X,Non_Zero_Rows ),\n";
311 print "\t\tparam(OUT) do\n";
print "\t\t\tget_domain_as_list(X, DomList),\n";
313 print "\t\t\t\t(foreach(Y,DomList),\n";
print "\t\t\t\t\tparam(OUT) do\n";
315 print "\t\t\t\t\t\twrite(OUT , Y),\n";
print "\t\t\t\t\t\twrite(OUT , ’ ’)\n";
317 print "\t\t\t\t),\n";
print "\t\t\t\twrite(OUT , \"\\n\")\n";
319 print "\t),\n";
print "\tclose(OUT).\n";
C.2 generate minimal non redundant eclipse program inter.pl
1 #!/usr/bin/perl
## will generate the vars needed for the CLP eclispe program
3 ## argument 1: the size of the matrix
## argument 2: the interaction matrix
5 ## argument 3: chr1
## argument 4: chr1 start
7 ## argument 5: chr1 stop
## argument 6: chr2
9 ## argument 7: chr2 start
## argument 8: chr2 stop
11 ## argument 9: chr2 size
13 ## Kimberly MacKay June 13, 2016
15 use strict;
use warnings;
17 use List:: MoreUtils ’uniq’;
19 ## check to ensure two arguments was passed in
die "ERROR: must pass in nine argumnets." if @ARGV != 9;
21
my $num_variables = $ARGV [0];
23 my $HiC_file = $ARGV [1];
25 my $chr1 = $ARGV [2];
my $chr1_start = $ARGV [3];
27 my $chr1_stop = $ARGV [4];
29 my $chr2 = $ARGV [5];
my $chr2_start = $ARGV [6];
31 my $chr2_stop = $ARGV [7];
my $chr2_size = $ARGV [8];
33
my $scale = 500;
35
37 ######################################################################
## parse the interaction matrix
39 ######################################################################
41 ## open the interaction matrix file
open HIC , "$HiC_file" or die "ERROR: $HiC_file could not be opened.";
43 chomp(my @matrix_file = <HIC >);
close HIC;
45
my @frequencies;
47
## for each line after the header line
49 for(my $row = 1; $row <= $# matrix_file; $row ++)
{
51 ## split the line
my @matrix_line = split /\t/, $matrix_file[$row];
53
## loop through the entire file to extract the frequencies
55 ## note: we only have to extract one half of the matrix since it is symmetric
## along the diagonal
57 for(my $col = 1; $col <= $row; $col ++)
{
59 ## adjusts NA’s to 0’s
if($matrix_line[$col] =~ "NA")
61 {
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$frequencies[$row][$col] = 0;
63 }
else
65 {
## trying a smaller integer size to see if it improves speed
67 $frequencies[$row][$col] = int($matrix_line[$col]* $scale );
}
69 }
}
71
73 ## loop through the submatrix to determine the non -zero rows
my %non_zero;
75 my @non_zero_row_index;
my %only_zero_rows;
77
for(my $row = $chr2_start; $row <= $chr2_stop; $row ++)
79 {
my $only_zero = 1;
81
for(my $col = $chr1_start; $col <= $chr1_stop; $col ++)
83 {
##check to see if it is non -zero
85 if($frequencies[$row][$col] != 0)
{
87 $only_zero = 0;
$non_zero{$row}{$col} = $col;
89 }
}
91
if($only_zero)
93 {
$only_zero_rows{$row} = $row;
95 }
}
97
@non_zero_row_index = (sort {$a <=> $b} keys %non_zero );
99
## print out the non -zero rows
101 my $out_filename = "../ chr".$chr1."_chr".$chr2."_non_zero_bins.txt";
open OUT , ’>’, "$out_filename" or die "ERROR: $out_filename could not be opened.";
103
for(my $i = 0; $i <= $# non_zero_row_index; $i++)
105 {
print OUT "$non_zero_row_index[$i]\n";
107 }
109 close OUT;
111
######################################################################
113 ## printing the program
######################################################################
115
print ":- lib(gfd).\n\n";
117
print "%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%\n";
119 print "%%   maximize the interactions that are occurring based on\n";
print "%%   resultant frequency table\n";
121 print "%%   Output is the output paramater which will store the list of cells\n";
print "%%   to keep for each Rowumn\n";
123 print "%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%\n";
125 print "maximize(File , Non_Zero_Rows) :-\n\n";
127 ######################################################################
## Print the variables based on N
129 ######################################################################
print "\t%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%\n";
131 print "\t%%    Define\n";
print "\t%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%\n\n";
133
135 ## print Row variables
137 print "\t%% specify the Rows for the inter -interaction submatricies";
139 print "\n\tNon_Zero_Rows = [";
for(my $i = 0; $i <= $# non_zero_row_index; $i++)
141 {
if($i == $# non_zero_row_index)
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143 {
print "Chr".$chr1."_Chr".$chr2."_Row".$non_zero_row_index[$i]."],";
145 }
else
147 {
print "Chr".$chr1."_Chr".$chr2."_Row".$non_zero_row_index[$i].", ";
149 }
}
151
## print frequency variables
153 print "\n\n\t%% specify the Frequency for the inter -interaction submatricies";
print "\n\tFreqs = [";
155
for(my $i = 0; $i <= $# non_zero_row_index; $i++)
157 {
if($i == $# non_zero_row_index)
159 {
print "Chr".$chr1."_Chr".$chr2."_Freq".$non_zero_row_index[$i]."],";
161 }
else
163 {
print "Chr".$chr1."_Chr".$chr2."_Freq".$non_zero_row_index[$i].", ";
165 }
}
167 print "\n";
169
######################################################################
171 ## Print the genome representation
######################################################################
173
print "\t%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%\n";
175 print "\t%%    Representation of the Genome\n";
print "\t%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%\n\n";
177
## inter -interaction Row domains
179 print "\t% define the Row domains for the inter -interations\n";
print "\t%these should be 0..N where N is the number of columns in the submatrix";
181
print "\n\t% chromosome".$chr1." - chromosome ".$chr2."\n";
183
for(my $i = 0; $i <= $# non_zero_row_index; $i++)
185 {
if($i == $# non_zero_row_index)
187 {
print "\tChr".$chr1."_Chr".$chr2."_Row".$non_zero_row_index[$i].
189 " :: [0,".$chr1_start."..".$chr1_stop."],\n";
}
191 else
{
193 print "\tChr".$chr1."_Chr".$chr2."_Row".$non_zero_row_index[$i].
" :: [0,".$chr1_start."..".$chr1_stop."],\n";
195 }
}
197 print "\n";
199
############################
201 ## print frequency domains
203 ## inter -interaction frequency domains
print "\t% define the Freq domains for the inter -interations\n";
205 print "\t% this is based on the Hi-C interaction matrix\n";
207 print "\n\t% chromosome".$chr1." - chromosome ".$chr2."\n";
209 for(my $i = 0; $i <= $# non_zero_row_index; $i++)
{
211 my @domain;
my @unique_values;
213
for(my $col = $chr1_start; $col <= $chr1_stop; $col ++)
215 {
##check to see if it is non -zero
217 if($frequencies[$non_zero_row_index[$i]][ $col] != 0)
{
219 push @domain , $frequencies[$non_zero_row_index[$i]][ $col];
}
221 }
223 @unique_values = uniq @domain;
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225 print "\tChr".$chr1."_Chr".$chr2."_Freq".$non_zero_row_index[$i]." :: [0";
for(my $u = 0; $u <= $# unique_values; $u++)
227 {
print ", ".$unique_values[$u];
229 }
print "],\n";
231
}
233 print "\n";
235 ## print Row constraints
print "\t% apply constraints to the data to ensure they ".
237 "are valid 2-tuple pairs based on the \n";
print "\t% biological data. note: (0,0) is when we choose ".
239 "to not select anything for that\n";
print "\t% Column row pair\n";
241
print "\n\t% INTER -INTERACTIONS\n";
243 print "\n\t% chromosome".$chr1." - chromosome ".$chr2."\n";
my $vars = $chr1_start;
245 for(my $row = $chr2_start; $row <= $chr2_stop; $row ++)
{
247 ## if non -zero values exist
if(defined $non_zero{$row})
249 {
print "\n\t%Column".$vars." Constraints\n";
251
## first print the non -zero options
253 for my $nz_col (sort keys $non_zero{$row})
{
255 print "\t((Chr".$chr1."_Chr".$chr2."_Row".$row." #= ".
$non_zero{$row}{ $nz_col }.") and (Chr".$chr1."_Chr".$chr2."_Freq".
257 $row." #= ".$frequencies[$row][ $non_zero{$row}{ $nz_col }].")) or \n";
259 }
261
# print the "0" case
263 print "\t((Chr".$chr1."_Chr".$chr2."_Freq".$row." #= 0) and (Chr".
$chr1."_Chr".$chr2."_Row".$row." #= 0)),\n";
265 }
}
267 print "\n";
269 ######################################################################
## Print the additional constraints
271 ######################################################################
273 print "\t%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%\n";
print "\t%%    Additional Constraints\n";
275 print "\t%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%\n\n";
277 print "\t% all the Output values will be different - "
."want them to correspond to which Rowumn\n";
279 print "\t% for each has a non -zero value , multiple zeros are allowed\n";
281 ## for each chromosome
print "\talldifferent(Non_Zero_Rows ),\n";
283 print "\tatmost(".($# non_zero_row_index -1).", Non_Zero_Rows , 0),\n";
285 print "\n";
287
######################################################################
289 ## Print the optimization
######################################################################
291
print "\t%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%\n";
293 print "\t%%    Optimize\n";
print "\t%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%\n\n";
295
print "\t% heuristics could be improved to make it faster\n";
297 print "\t%%  maximize the interaction frequency from the tuple\n";
print "\tCost #= -sum(Freqs),\n";
299 #print "\ tminimize (\n";
print "\t\tsearch(Freqs , 0, input_order , indomain_max , bb_min(Cost), []).\n";
301 #print "\t\tCost\n";
#print "\t).\n";
303
######################################################################
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305 ## Output the results
######################################################################
307
print "\t%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%\n";
309 print "\t%%    Output the results\n";
print "\t%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%\n\n";
311
print "\topen(File , ’write ’, OUT),\n";
313 print "\t(foreach(X,Non_Zero_Rows ),\n";
print "\t\tparam(OUT) do\n";
315 print "\t\t\tget_domain_as_list(X, DomList),\n";
print "\t\t\t\t(foreach(Y,DomList),\n";
317 print "\t\t\t\t\tparam(OUT) do\n";
print "\t\t\t\t\t\twrite(OUT , Y),\n";
319 print "\t\t\t\t\t\twrite(OUT , ’ ’)\n";
print "\t\t\t\t),\n";
321 print "\t\t\t\twrite(OUT , \"\\n\")\n";
print "\t),\n";
323 print "\tclose(OUT).\n";
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Appendix D
Perl Programs for the Automation of Cytoscape In-
put Based on the Minimal, Non-Redundat CLP Pro-
gram Results
D.1 generate cytoscape input for intra.pl
1 #!/usr/bin/perl
## will generate the input need for cytoscape analysis
3 ## argument 1: the file containing the row output from eclipse
## argument 2: the file containing a list of non -zero variables
5 ## Kimberly MacKay June 22, 2016
7 use strict;
use warnings;
9
## check to ensure four arguments were passed in
11 die "ERROR: must pass in four argumnets." if @ARGV != 4;
13 ## grab the input arguments
my $clp_row_results_file = $ARGV [0];
15 my $clp_freq_results_file = $ARGV [1];
my $non_zero_vars_file = $ARGV [2];
17 my $chr = $ARGV [3];
19 ##################################################
## parse the results file
21 ##################################################
## open the row results
23 open ROW_RESULTS , "$clp_row_results_file"
or die "ERROR: $clp_row_results_file could not be opened.";
25 chomp(my @clp_row_results = <ROW_RESULTS >);
close ROW_RESULTS;
27
## open the freq results
29 open FREQ_RESULTS , "$clp_freq_results_file"
or die "ERROR: $clp_freq_results_file could not be opened.";
31 chomp(my @clp_freq_results = <FREQ_RESULTS >);
close FREQ_RESULTS;
33
## open the file with non -zero bins
35 open VARS , "$non_zero_vars_file"
or die "ERROR: $non_zero_vars_file could not be opened.";
37 chomp(my @non_zero_vars = <VARS >);
close VARS;
39
my @node_names;
41 my @edge_names;
43 ## sanity check to make sure the files are the same length
if($# clp_row_results == $# non_zero_vars
45 && $# clp_row_results == $# clp_freq_results)
{
47 for(my $i = 0; $i <= $# non_zero_vars; $i++)
{
49 ## get node1
my $node1 = "bin".$non_zero_vars[$i];
51
push @node_names , $node1;
53
## get node(s)2
55 ## split the line from the clp file
my @row_results = split /\s+/, $clp_row_results[$i];
57
my $noise = scalar @row_results;
59
## get the corresponding frequency
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61 my $freq = $clp_freq_results[$i];
63 for(my $j = 0; $j <= $# row_results; $j++)
{
65 if($row_results[$j] != 0)
{
67 my $node2 = "bin".$row_results[$j];
69 push @node_names , $node2;
71 ## print the edge
## source target interaction_type
73 edge_attr source_attr target_attr
print $node1."\t".$node2."\t"."intra"."\t"
75 .( $noise/$freq)."\t".$chr."\t".$chr."\n";
}
77 }
}
79 }
else
81 {
print "ERROR: files are not the same length and they should be.";
83 }
D.2 generate cytoscape input for inter.pl
1 #!/usr/bin/perl
## will generate the input need for cytoscape analysis
3 ## argument 1: the file containing the row output from eclipse
## argument 2: the file containing a list of non -zero variables
5 ## Kimberly MacKay June 22, 2016
7 use strict;
use warnings;
9
## check to ensure nine arguments were passed in
11 die "ERROR: must pass in nine argumnets." if @ARGV != 9;
13 ## grab the command line arguments
my $clp_row_results_file = $ARGV [0];
15 my $clp_freq_results_file = $ARGV [1];
my $non_zero_vars_file = $ARGV [2];
17 my $start_node_1 = $ARGV [3];
my $stop_node_1 = $ARGV [4];
19 my $start_node_2 = $ARGV [5];
my $stop_node_2 = $ARGV [6];
21 my $chr1 = $ARGV [7];
my $chr2 = $ARGV [8];
23
##################################################
25 ## parse the results file
##################################################
27 ## open the row results
open ROW_RESULTS , "$clp_row_results_file"
29 or die "ERROR: $clp_row_results_file could not be opened.";
chomp(my @clp_row_results = <ROW_RESULTS >);
31 close ROW_RESULTS;
33 ## open the freq results
open FREQ_RESULTS , "$clp_freq_results_file"
35 or die "ERROR: $clp_freq_results_file could not be opened.";
chomp(my @clp_freq_results = <FREQ_RESULTS >);
37 close FREQ_RESULTS;
39 ## open the file with non -zero bins
open VARS , "$non_zero_vars_file"
41 or die "ERROR: $non_zero_vars_file could not be opened.";
chomp(my @non_zero_vars = <VARS >);
43 close VARS;
45 ## sanity check to make sure the files are the same length
if($# clp_row_results == $# non_zero_vars
47 && $# clp_row_results == $# clp_freq_results)
{
49 for(my $i = 0; $i <= $# non_zero_vars; $i++)
{
51 ## get node1
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my $node1 = "bin".$non_zero_vars[$i];
53
## get node(s)2
55 ## split the line from the clp file
my @row_results = split /\s+/, $clp_row_results[$i];
57
my $noise = scalar @row_results;
59
## get the corresponding frequency
61 my $freq = $clp_freq_results[$i];
63 for(my $j = 0; $j <= $# row_results; $j++)
{
65 if($row_results[$j] != 0)
{
67 my $node2 = "bin".$row_results[$j];
69 if($non_zero_vars[$i] >= $start_node_1
&& $non_zero_vars[$i] <= $stop_node_1)
71 {
if($row_results[$j] >= $start_node_1
73 && $row_results[$j] <= $stop_node_1)
{
75 ## print the edge
## source target interaction_type
77 edge_attr source_attr target_attr
print $node1."\t".$node2."\t"."inter"."\t"
79 .( $noise/$freq)."\t".$chr1."\t".$chr1."\n";
}
81 else
{
83 print $node1."\t".$node2."\t"."inter"."\t"
.( $noise/$freq)."\t".$chr1."\t".$chr2."\n";
85 }
}
87 else
{
89 if($row_results[$j] >= $start_node_1
&& $row_results[$j] <= $stop_node_1)
91 {
print $node1."\t".$node2."\t"."inter"."\t"
93 .( $noise/$freq)."\t".$chr2."\t".$chr1."\n";
}
95 else
{
97 print $node1."\t".$node2."\t"."inter"."\t"
.( $noise/$freq)."\t".$chr2."\t".$chr2."\n";
99 }
}
101 }
}
103 }
}
105 else
{
107 print "ERROR: files are not the same length and they should be.";
}
D.3 generate linear cytoscape input.pl
#!/usr/bin/perl
2 ## generates the linear interactions needed for input into cytoscape visualization
## argument 1: the size of the matrix
4 ## argument 2: the interaction matrix
6 ## Kimberly MacKay July 4, 2016
8 use strict;
use warnings;
10 use List:: MoreUtils ’uniq’;
12 ## check to ensure two arguments were passed in
die "ERROR: must pass in two argumnets." if @ARGV != 2;
14
my $num_variables = $ARGV [0];
16 my $HiC_file = $ARGV [1];
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18 my $scale = 1000;
my $chr1_stop = 558;
20 my $chr2_stop = 1012;
my $chr3_stop = 1258;
22
##################################################
24 ## parse the interaction matrix
##################################################
26 ## open the interaction matrix file
open HIC , "$HiC_file" or die "ERROR: $HiC_file could not be opened.";
28 chomp(my @matrix_file = <HIC >);
close HIC;
30
my @frequencies;
32
## for each line after the header line
34 for(my $row = 1; $row <= $# matrix_file; $row ++)
{
36 ## split the line
my @matrix_line = split /\t/, $matrix_file[$row];
38
## loop through the entire file to extract the frequencies
40 ## note: we only have to extract one half of the matrix since it is symmetric
## along the diagonal
42 for(my $col = 1; $col <= 1258; $col ++)
{
44 ## adjusts NA’s to 0’s
if($matrix_line[$col] =~ "NA")
46 {
$frequencies[$row][$col] = 0;
48 }
else
50 {
## trying a smaller integer size to see if it improves speed
52 $frequencies[$row][$col] = int($matrix_line[$col]* $scale );
}
54 }
}
56
##################################################
58 ## make an array for the chromosomes and initialize it
##################################################
60 my @chrs;
62 for(my $i = 1; $i <= $chr3_stop; $i++)
{
64 if($i <= $chr1_stop)
{
66 $chrs[$i] = 1;
}
68 elsif($i <= $chr2_stop)
{
70 $chrs[$i] = 2;
}
72 else
{
74 $chrs[$i] = 3;
}
76 }
78 ##################################################
## print out the linear interactions and their
80 ## "distances" according to my frequency value
##################################################
82
for(my $row = 1; $row <= $# frequencies; $row ++)
84 {
my $col = $row;
86
if($row != $chr1_stop && $row != $chr2_stop && $row != $chr3_stop)
88 {
if($frequencies[$row][$col] != 0)
90 {
print "bin".$row."\tbin".($row +1)."\tlinear\t"
92 .(1/ $frequencies[$row][$col ])."\t".$chrs[$row]."\t"
.$chrs[($row +1)]."\n";
94 }
else
96 {
print "bin".$row."\tbin".($row +1)."\tlinear\t"
98 .(0.001)."\t".$chrs[$row]."\t".$chrs[($row +1)]."\n";
87
}
100 }
}
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Appendix E
Example Command Line Input for the Minimal CLP
Program
## Start ECLiPSe
kam945@nugget:~$ eclipse -g 16G.
ECLiPSe Constraint Logic Programming System [kernel]
Kernel and basic libraries copyright Cisco Systems, Inc.
and subject to the Cisco-style Mozilla Public Licence 1.1
(see legal/cmpl.txt or http://eclipseclp.org/licence)
Source available at www.sourceforge.org/projects/eclipse-clp
GMP library copyright Free Software Foundation, see legal/lgpl.txt
For other libraries see their individual copyright notices
Version 6.1 #220 (x86_64_linux), Thu Apr 21 22:40 2016
## Compile the CLP Program
[eclipse 1]: ['chr3_reduced_domain.ecl'].
source_processor.eco loaded in 0.01 seconds
hash.eco   loaded in 0.01 seconds
compiler_common.eco loaded in 0.02 seconds
compiler_normalise.eco loaded in 0.01 seconds
compiler_map.eco loaded in 0.01 seconds
compiler_analysis.eco loaded in 0.01 seconds
compiler_peephole.eco loaded in 0.01 seconds
compiler_codegen.eco loaded in 0.02 seconds
compiler_varclass.eco loaded in 0.01 seconds
compiler_indexing.eco loaded in 0.01 seconds
compiler_regassign.eco loaded in 0.01 seconds
asm.eco    loaded in 0.02 seconds
module_options.eco loaded in 0.01 seconds
ecl_compiler.eco loaded in 0.14 seconds
lists.eco  loaded in 0.01 seconds
constraint_pools.eco loaded in 0.00 seconds
Loaded Gecode solver 4.4.0
/mnt2/birl/sw/linux/eclipse/lib/gfd.ecl compiled 614984 bytes in 0.77 seconds
chr3_reduced_domain.ecl compiled 3343280 bytes in 1.97 seconds
Yes (2.11s cpu)
## Query the CLP program
[eclipse 2]: maximize("row_output.txt", "freq_output.txt", R).
Found a solution with cost -9612
R = [1016, 1017, 1018, 1019, 1020, 1021, 1022, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1026, 1027, 1028, 
1029, 1030, 1031, 1032, 1033, 1034, ...]
Delayed goals:
gfd : gfd_do_propagate(gfd_prob(nvars(467)))
Yes (0.53s cpu)
Figure E.1: An example of the command line input and output for running the CLP program which
will determine the optimal solution for the chromosome 3 intra-interaction sub-problem.
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Appendix F
Synthetic Datasets Used for Initial Testing and De-
velopment
F.1 5× 5 Matrix
bin1 bin2 bin3 bin4 bin5
bin1 1 2 3 4 5
bin2 2 3 4 5 1
bin3 3 4 5 1 2
bin4 4 5 1 2 3
bin5 5 1 2 3 4
F.2 10× 10 Matrix
bin1 bin2 bin3 bin4 bin5 bin6 bin7 bin8 bin9 bin10
bin1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
bin2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1
bin3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2
bin4 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3
bin5 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4
bin6 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5
bin7 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6
bin8 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
bin9 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
bin10 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
F.3 15× 15 Matrix
bin1 bin2 bin3 bin4 bin5 bin6 bin7 bin8 bin9 bin10 bin11 bin12 bin13 bin14 bin15
bin1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
bin2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1
bin3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1 2
bin4 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1 2 3
bin5 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1 2 3 4
bin6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1 2 3 4 5
bin7 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1 2 3 4 5 6
bin8 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
bin9 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
bin10 10 11 12 13 14 15 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
bin11 11 12 13 14 15 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
bin12 12 13 14 15 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
bin13 13 14 15 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
bin14 14 15 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
bin15 15 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
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F.4 20× 20 Matrix
bin1 bin2 bin3 bin4 bin5 bin6 bin7 bin8 bin9 bin10 bin11 bin12 bin13 bin14 bin15 bin16 bin17
bin18 bin19 bin20
bin1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
bin2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 1
bin3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 1 2
bin4 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 1 2 3
bin5 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 1 2 3 4
bin6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 1 2 3 4 5
bin7 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 1 2 3 4 5 6
bin8 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
bin9 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
bin10 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
bin11 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
bin12 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
bin13 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
bin14 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
bin15 15 16 17 18 19 20 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
bin16 16 17 18 19 20 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
bin17 17 18 19 20 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
bin18 18 19 20 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
bin19 19 20 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
bin20 20 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
F.5 22× 22 Matrix
bin1 bin2 bin3 bin4 bin5 bin6 bin7 bin8 bin9 bin10 bin11 bin12 bin13 bin14 bin15 bin16 bin17
bin18 bin19 bin20 bin21 bin22
bin1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
bin2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 1
bin3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 1 2
bin4 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 1 2 3
bin5 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 1 2 3 4
bin6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 1 2 3 4 5
bin7 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 1 2 3 4 5 6
bin8 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
bin9 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
bin10 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
bin11 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
bin12 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
bin13 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
bin14 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
bin15 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
bin16 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
bin17 17 18 19 20 21 22 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
bin18 18 19 20 21 22 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
bin19 19 20 21 22 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
bin20 20 21 22 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
bin21 21 22 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
bin22 22 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
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F.6 25× 25 Matrix
bin1 bin2 bin3 bin4 bin5 bin6 bin7 bin8 bin9 bin10 bin11 bin12 bin13 bin14 bin15 bin16 bin17
bin18 bin19 bin20 bin21 bin22 bin23 bin24 bin25
bin1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
bin2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 1
bin3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 1 2
bin4 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 1 2 3
bin5 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 1 2 3 4
bin6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 1 2 3 4 5
bin7 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 1 2 3 4 5 6
bin8 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
bin9 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
bin10 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
bin11 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
bin12 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
bin13 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
bin14 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
bin15 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
bin16 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
bin17 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
bin18 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
bin19 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
bin20 20 21 22 23 24 25 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
bin21 21 22 23 24 25 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
bin22 22 23 24 25 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
bin23 23 24 25 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
bin24 24 25 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
bin25 25 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
F.7 30× 30 Matrix
bin1 bin2 bin3 bin4 bin5 bin6 bin7 bin8 bin9 bin10 bin11 bin12 bin13 bin14 bin15 bin16 bin17
bin18 bin19 bin20 bin21 bin22 bin23 bin24 bin25 bin26 bin27 bin28 bin29 bin30
bin1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
bin2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 1
bin3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 1 2
bin4 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 1 2 3
bin5 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 1 2 3 4
bin6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 1 2 3 4 5
bin7 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 1 2 3 4 5 6
bin8 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
bin9 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
bin10 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
bin11 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
bin12 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
bin13 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
bin14 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
bin15 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
bin16 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
bin17 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
bin18 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
bin19 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
bin20 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
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bin21 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
bin22 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
bin23 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
bin24 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
bin25 25 26 27 28 29 30 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
bin26 26 27 28 29 30 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
bin27 27 28 29 30 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
bin28 28 29 30 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
bin29 29 30 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
bin30 30 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
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